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The non-contact speed measurement over ground (SoG) is a key component of modern vehicle 
technology since it allows measuring the speed of a vehicle without tapping on the wheels and 
can be measured without slippage. Applications can be found wherever an accurate measure of 
speed is needed, i.e., automatic control operations such as anti-lock braking system (ABS), 
Electronic stability control (ESC) or vehicle intelligent positioning system. The microwave 
Doppler principle is particularly suitable here because it is the least affected by environmental 
influences such as rain, snow, fog, temperature, wind, pollution, compared to other contactless 
measuring systems, i.e., Global Positioning Systems (GPS), ultrasonic, acoustics and optical 
sensor.  
The present work closes a gap in microwave SoG by developing and examining a SoG system 
based on a four beams radar configuration. Compared to the previous single and dual-beam 
measuring method, a 4-beam system is capable of estimating the speed vector of the vehicle. 
Furthermore, this system can minimise the effect of vehicle dynamics on the estimate of vehicle 
speed. Regarding the Doppler signal processing method, a distinction is made between other 
known estimation methods. We proposed two types of Doppler processing based on Fourier 
transform. Theoretical evaluation of these two methods shows that they produce an accurate 
estimate of mean Doppler frequency. Comparison between these two methods shows that the 
cross-correlation method produces more accurate estimates and can work at lower input SNR. 
Finally, evaluation of the developed SoG system with actual road conditions shows that the 
SoG system can work well on both on-road and off-road conditions with increased speed 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1.  Background 
One of the essential systems in all modern vehicles are speed measurement system or 
speedometer system. Such system measures the vehicle’s instantaneous speed or vehicle speed-
over-ground (SoG). Presently, the vehicle speed is determined by measuring the rotation speed 
and known size of the wheel [1]. However, both parameters are prone to fault. For example, 
slippage between the wheel and road surface can happen when driving on the slippery road or 
off-road as shown in Figure 1.1. In extreme cases, when the wheels are locked, the speedometer 
will indicate the speed of zero, though the speed of the vehicle above the ground is by no means 
is zero. Furthermore, the classic speedometer system also assumes the wheel radius or the 
rolling radius to be constant. However, this is not true since tyre parameters such as pressure 
and radius can change during operation which causes erroneous measurements of speed.  
There is a massive demand for accurate speed estimation system in the automotive industry 
[2]–[4]. Precise determination of SoG is a critical component of the modern vehicle and driving 
technology. Its use can be found in the various application including automatic vehicle control 
operations such as anti-braking system (ABS), electronic stability program (ESP) and for 
vehicle precise positioning system [5], [6]. Since tapping wheel is prone to slippage and locking 
of the wheel, a promising solution is to provide contactless speed measurement. Numerous 
contactless speed sensors have been proposed to replace the conventional speedometer system. 
These include GPS, Lidar (Laser Radar), Ultrasonic and Acoustics sensors [7]–[10]. Although 
these sensors can provide an accurate estimate of speed, the reliability of these sensors is less 
suitable in practice. GPS is known to fail when driving through underground places such as 








While the SoG hardware has been developed and optimised in a variety of aspects such as 
frequency of transmission, antenna type, antenna beamwidth, and safety and health, the 
improvements in SoG signal processing is minor. Signal processing of Doppler signal has long 
been limited to techniques such as zero-crossing which is known to have the problem of loss 
in counting [27]. Recent advances in microprocessor technology have led to the development 
of inexpensive Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) processors that enable computationally efficient 
processing of Fourier Transformation. Recent developments in SoG system signal processing 
are based on detecting mean frequency in Fourier-domain data [28], [29]. However, we must 
point out that the proposed processing method is computationally intensive and limited by the 
processing power. To meet the critical uses of SoG and to have a fast speed-update rate, it is 
crucial to develop methods that are less computationally extensive and produce accurate and 
reliable speed estimation. 
 
1.3.  Thesis Contributions 
This thesis aims to improve the accuracy and reliability of SoG radar for vehicle operating on-
road and off-road conditions. In particular, the objective is to introduce a 4-beam radar system 
and new speed estimation algorithms in dealing with off-road environments. To accomplish 
this aim, we have performed the following new studies  
 Investigation of the influence of vehicle dynamics on the accuracy of speed 
measurement 
 Investigation of the impact of radar parameters on the operation of SoG radar  
 Development of new speed estimation algorithms  
 Assessment of algorithms performance under simulated Doppler data 






 Assessment of SoG performance through long experimental campaigns on a variety of 
real road conditions  
The following points will be described briefly the main objective made in this thesis 
 
Investigation of the influence of vehicle dynamics on the accuracy of speed measurement  
SoG radar measures the speed of the ground it points by measuring the frequency change of 
the returned signal due to the Doppler effect. If the moving ground surface is illuminated at an 
oblique angle, the Doppler shift frequency is subjected to a reduced frequency given as 
(2 / ) cosdf v    where df is the Doppler frequency,  is the carrier wavelength and  is the 
oblique angle. A disadvantage of this method is that the measurement is sensitive to the value 
of the angle. When the vehicle is moving under off-road conditions, the oblique angle can 
change and therefore, produces an error in the speed measurement.  
Improved accuracy can be gained by adding a radar beam in the opposite direction, where the 
offset angle in one beam can be cancelled out by the offset angle from another beam. This 
method of using multiple beams leads to improve speed estimation accuracy. In this thesis, the 
proposed speed estimation procedure is based on four radar beams that aim to reduce the offset 
angle during vehicle motions. Additionally, we provide the relationship between speed 
measurement accuracy and vehicle motions. This analysis is discussed in Chapter 3.  
 
Investigation of the influence of radar parameters to the operation of SoG radar 
One of the problems of a SoG designer face is providing suitable radar parameters for practical 
SoG operation. Heuristically, there is a common acceptance about some properties of good 
radar parameter candidates, for example, narrow beam antenna can provide small radar 






footprint and narrow Doppler spectrum. However, this method of quantifying the radar 
parameters is based on experience and do not provide a deeper insight into the Doppler signal 
properties. Therefore, this problem creates a question of whether selecting specific values for 
each parameter can provide the best conditions for the operation of the SoG radar.  
In this thesis, the relationship between the radar parameters and the size of the radar footprint 
on the ground surface is presented. Furthermore, we analysed the effect of radar parameters on 
the characteristics shape of the Doppler spectrum. A detailed description of this work is given 
in Chapter 3. 
  
Development of new speed estimation method 
An important aspect of speed accuracy enhancement is the development of speed estimation 
algorithm. Over the past decades, the speed estimation methods were based on time-domain 
processing. This method is quite attractive because the approach is relatively simple. For 
example, they can be realised by using a few electronic components. However, this method is 
not reliable when the Doppler signal is noisy and weak. Recently, due to the advancement of 
microprocessor technology, speed estimation can be performed in the frequency domain. 
Methods based on frequency domain offer more advantages in reducing the effects of noise in 
speed estimation and hence, produce more accurate speed estimation results.  
This thesis proposes speed estimation methods based on the frequency domain. The proposed 
procedure is based on spectral centre-of-mass, where the emphasis is given to ensure accurate 
speed estimation results. Furthermore, for a weak return signal from the ground, a method 
based on correlation is proposed. The detail description of the algorithms is presented in 
Chapter 4.  






Assessment of algorithm performance under simulated Doppler data 
As been stated earlier, this thesis introduces three new speed estimation algorithms. However, 
it is not clear that what is the strength and weakness of each algorithm, and which algorithm 
should be preferred under a given vehicle operational condition, i.e., when operating under off-
road environments. This thesis formulates a design goal and criteria that describes the 
algorithm suitability for speed estimation. The algorithms bias and variance are evaluated with 
simulated Doppler signal. Furthermore, the computational complexity of the algorithms is also 
presented. The detail descriptions of each algorithm performance are described in Chapter 4.  
 
Assessment of SoG performance using Doppler signal collected through long experimental 
campaigns on a variety of real road conditions  
The emphasis of this thesis was to contribute to the enhancement of SoG speed estimation 
accuracy. However, contribution via theoretical study is thought not enough. A practical 
assessment of the proposed SoG system presents additional challenges that need to be 
addressed. Therefore, it is necessary to perform testing of the 4-beam radar system and new 
algorithms under actual environments.  
To verify the performance of the SoG radar system. A 4-beam radar is developed and mounted 
on an all-wheeled drive vehicle. The test vehicle was driven at different values of speed and 
various types of off-road ground surfaces to collect Doppler signals. Finally, the performance 
of the proposed speed estimation algorithm and the SoG itself were verified. More detail on 
the development of SoG radar system is presented in Chapter 5, and the results of the 
performance evaluation are presented in Chapter 6.   
 






1.4. Thesis Outline 
We divide this thesis into seven chapters. The following points describe the general content of 
each chapter 
 Chapter 2 covers two parts of the theoretical review of radar. The first part of this 
chapter reviews the necessary knowledge in radar technology related to this work. The 
second part of this chapter describes the speed-over-ground radar system regarding the 
principle of measurement, errors and signal processing. This part also reviews the 
previous work in SoG radar.  
 Chapter 3 describes the theoretical work of the proposed 4-beam radar system. The 
work includes the analysis of error due to vehicle motions and comparison to a single 
beam system.  This chapter also theoretically investigates the size of radar footprint on 
the ground and the effect of radar parameters to the shape of the Doppler spectrum.  
 Chapter 4 concerned with the speed estimation algorithms. The chapter begins with the 
introduction of the proposed algorithm, followed by modelling of artificial Doppler 
signal and the results of evaluation using synthetic Doppler signal.  
 Chapter 5 describes in detail the SoG experimental setup and the procedure of testing 
the system.  
 Chapter 6 presents the results of the performance assessment of the developed system 
under real-world conditions.  






Chapter 2. Background 
 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter provides a general overview of basic radar principles used in this thesis, as well 
as a more specific background investigation of speed over ground (SoG) radar. It does not 
cover in details of all aspects in speed over ground (SoG) radar, but to give the reader of this 
thesis a proper introduction of some knowledge is SoG radar that is needed for the following 
chapters. In the first part of this chapter, we review the fundamentals of radar technology which 
include the types of radar, radar range and radar cross-section equations, and the signal theory 
of CW radar. In the second part of this chapter, we discuss the concept of measuring speed 
using CW radar and the issues of accurate speed estimation. We review some previous research 
related to the improvement of speed estimation techniques. In the third part of this chapter, we 
discuss some basic theory of rigid body motions which is used to analyse the speed accuracy 
of moving the vehicle on uneven surfaces in the following chapter. Finally, we discuss some 
of the available methods or algorithms for estimating vehicle speed.   
 
2.2. Basic Principle of Radar  
The word RADAR is an acronym for Radio Detection and Ranging. A radar system functions 
to radiates electromagnetic waves (EM) to detect the presence of reflecting object in its 
searched area. Figure 2.1 shows the high-level representation of a radar system. The function 
of the transmitter is to generate a signal with a specific waveform and radiates it in the form of 
EM waves in the environment. If an object is present in that volume of space, the object will 







Secondly, radar can also be categorised as monostatic or bistatic. Monostatic radar has its 
transmitter and receiver antenna located in the same place. Often, it shares the same antenna 
for signal transmission and echo reception. Radar is also considered as monostatic if the 
transmitter and receiver antennas are placed very close to each other. On the other hand, a 
bistatic radar has its transmitter and receiver spatially separated.  
Thirdly, radar can be classified according to its waveform. A variety of radar waveforms can 
be found in the literature [30], but in general, it can be classified into continuous wave (CW) 
or pulses radar. The CW radar can be unmodulated CW or frequency modulated CW (FMCW). 
In contrast to continuous transmission, a pulsed waveform consists of a train of short pulses. 
The type of waveform defines the ability of the radar. CW radar can only measure the speed of 
a target; on the contrary, FMCW, and pulses radar can measure both speed and range of the 
target. The main disadvantage of CW radar is that it cannot measure the range of the target. 
Furthermore, sufficient isolation is needed between the transmitter and the receiver channel to 
keep high sensitivity detection [33].  
 
2.2.2. Basic Range Equations 
The radar range equation, often directly called the radar equation, is one of the crucial aspects 
in radar theory. It defines the relationship between the parameters that influence the radar signal 
when propagating from the transmitter antenna to the target, and from the target back to the 













  (2.1) 
where rP  and tP  are the averaged received power and transmitted power in Watts, tG  and rG  
is the directivity or antenna gain for transmitting and receiving antenna. λ is the carrier 







2.2.3. Radar Cross Section (RCS) 
An object illuminated with EM waves will disperse the incident wave in all directions. This 
energy distribution in space is called scattering. Specifically, the energy reflected in the 
monostatic radar is called the backscattered wave. We quantify the intensity of the 
backscattering from the object by using the radar cross section (RCS). 
RCS is a measure of the efficiency of a target in reflecting incident wave to the radar. The 
reflecting efficiency relies on many factors such as the size, shape, material composition of the 
object and the angular position of the object to the radar [34]. To make a useful comparison 
from one target to another, it is much more precise to compare the efficiency of each object in 
terms of cross-sectional area of an equivalent conducting sphere that would reflect the same 












  (2.5) 
where sP is power per unit solid angle of the backscattered wave and iP  is the incident power 
of transmitted wave impinging on the object. The RCS has a unit of m2.   
The theoretical RCS of some individual target such as a conducting sphere, cylinder or 
rectangular plates can be computed by electromagnetic theory [36]. However, many realistic 
targets of the human-made or natural object are too complicated to be represented by an 
equation. Nevertheless, some example of RCS measurements of an isolated object such as 
human, car, and aircraft can be found in [37].  
RCS of a road surface 
Unlike the individual objects such as a sphere or rectangular plate, a road surface is an extensive 
object, which means that the RCS depends on the amount of energy scattered by a spread of 








where d is the distance between the radar and point p  on the ground surface and λ is the carrier 
frequency wavelength. Over a short period of time the distance d can be presented by  
 0( ) cosd t d vt    (2.10) 
where 0d  is the distance at t = 0 and α is the angle between the velocity, v, and the radar beam. 
By replacing φ and d in Equation (2.8) with the ones in Equation (2.9) and (2.10), the received 
signal can be written as 
 0
42
( ) sin 2 cosrx rx c
dv
E t a f t
 
 
        
 (2.11) 
By comparing the received signal to the transmitted signal, the received signal differs by 
amplitude, frequency and constant phase lag ( 0 0(4 ) /d   ). However, the significant 
change is in the received frequency, rxf where the frequency term is dependent on the velocity 
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where df  is Doppler shift frequency. A positive sign in Equation (2.13) indicates that the target 
is approaching the radar. On the other hand, Doppler frequency with a negative sign shows that 
the target is receding from the radar.  
 







  cos 2 ( )rx c da f f t   (2.15) 
The received echo is mixed with the transmitted signal ( cos 2tx ca f t ) in the mixer (Mix) as 
shown in Equation (2.16) 
    cos 2 ( ) (cos 2 ) cos 2 (2 ) cos 2
2 2
tx rx tx rx
rx c d tx c c d d
a a a a
a f f t a f t f f t f t        (2.16) 
A BPF is coupled to the mixer to remove unwanted frequencies components. The filter selects 
only the Doppler signal but removes the DC and the RF components, leaving only Doppler 
signal at the output of the BPF. Finally, the LNA amplifies the Doppler signal that is suitable 
for further processing. The Doppler signal at the output of the LNA is given by  
 ( ) cos 2d dI t a f t  (2.17) 
where a is the amplitude of the Doppler signal which is determined by the received power and 
gain in the receiving channel.  
Quadrature CW radar 
Figure 2.5 illustrates a simplified block diagram of a quadrature CW radar. The received signal 
is divided into two channels known as In-phase, dI  and Quadrature, dQ  (these channels are 
also known as I/Q pair). The in-phase channel is like the one in the single channel system, 
hence producing the same output signal. The difference is the quadrature channel where the 












In an ideal condition, the output of the Doppler radar produces a single frequency that is directly 
proportional to the speed of the moving vehicle above the ground. Hence, the speed of the 






  (2.22) 
 
2.3.3. Doppler Spectrum  
In the previous discussion, the radar beam is considered very narrow and drawn as a single line 
as in Figure 2.9. However, a practical SoG radar has an antenna with considerable beamwidth.  
Because the radar echo comes from an antenna with finite beamwidth, the resultant echo cannot 
be a single Doppler frequency but constitute of spread frequencies that is described by a 
frequency spectrum.  
For this discussion, consider a typical SoG configuration presented in Figure 2.10. Let a radar 
with antenna beamwidth of b  mounted on the vehicle with a viewing angle of α moving with 
a constant velocity in the direction of travel. For simplicity of explanation, let us consider the 
setup is 1-dimensional. In this case, the radar illuminates a strip of line on the ground bounded 
by the antenna beamwidth. Let the illuminated strip consist of many point scatterers with a 
point p as an illustration of a point scatterer on the line.  
The lower portion of Figure 2.10 illustrates the Doppler power spectral density from all 
scatterers under the illuminated area. Most of the spectral power is concentrated in the shaded 
region, which defined as the main lobe of the spectrum. The power of the spectrum reaches a 
maximum when the boresight of the radar antenna directly illuminates the point 0p . The 
location of the peak amplitude is the mean frequency of the Doppler spectrum [27], [39].   








A meaningful interpretation of Doppler spectrum requires an understanding of the effects of 
radar parameters on the shape of the Doppler spectrum. Particularly the amplitude at a specific 
frequency in the spectrum is related to the echo power when viewed from a certain angle from 
the antenna boresight, 0 . Assuming the scatterers on the ground surface is uniform, the power 
distribution of the return echo around the antenna boresight can be evaluated using the radar 
















  (2.27) 
here θ is the angle with respect to the horizontal plane and η is all the constant of the radar 
system, 0  is the radar cross section (RCS) of the ground surface, s is the antenna gain pattern 
which is given by a sinc function, and tR  is a range. Figure 2.12 shows a qualitative plot of 
radar received power when viewed around boresight of the radar beam. For comparison 
purpose, radar parameters including RCS, s  and tR of different values across the viewing 
angle are also plotted. As can be seen, the shape of the received power is influenced mainly by 
the antenna gain pattern, s . A careful examination of this figure shows that the Doppler mean 
frequency is slightly biased to the left side when compared to the peak of s . This condition 
is due to range bias, cosine angle bias and the roughness of the surface.  








2.3.4. Mean Frequency Estimator 
A critical characteristic of a SoG radar system is its ability to estimate the average instantaneous 
frequency over a short interval of time, or we called simply the mean frequency of the Doppler 
signal. In general, there are two ways of estimating the mean frequency of the Doppler signal; 
the primary method is outlined below: 
 Time-domain estimator 
 Frequency-domain estimator 
In time-domain, the estimation of mean Doppler frequency is direct because the Doppler signal 
is already in time-domain. Measurement of mean frequency is performed by counting the zero-
crossing of the Doppler signal over an interval of time [52]. A simple version of a time-domain 
estimator can be developed using inexpensive electronics components [47]. 
On the other hand, a frequency-domain estimator is based on spectral analysis. In this method, 
the Doppler signal is decomposed into its fundamental frequency components. This method 
requires the use of a microprocessor and can be more expensive than the time-domain method. 
Nonetheless, the use of a microprocessor can further improve the quality of estimate by 
implementing algorithms that can suppress or evade noises in the signal.  
 
2.4. Main Errors in SoG 
Error in velocity measurement arises from differences between the measured velocity (speed 
and direction) and the true velocity of the vehicle. Kees et al. [49] listed several errors in SoG 
speed measurement. However, the main errors can be classified into two main types of error, 











Two conclusions can be derived from the four plots. Firstly, the relative error in measuring 
frequency becomes smaller for an antenna with narrower beamwidth, and secondly, the steeper 
angle of the antenna viewing angle produces a higher relative error.  The antenna viewing angle 
presents a compromise between speed measurement error and the strength of return echo.  
 
2.5. Literature Review on Mean-Frequency Estimation Methods 
In the early nineties, when microprocessors were mostly unavailable, almost all patents in SoG 
were based on the time-domain zero-crossing method [19]–[21], [56]. This method is based on 
measuring the zero-crossing rate of the Doppler signal. The zero-crossing rate is defined by 
[52], [57] 
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where zc is the zero-crossing and m is the frame length and M is the limit of summation. One 
of the advantages of this method is the simplicity of operation and can be implemented using 
inexpensive frequency to voltage (F/V) converter circuit. However, this method relies on very 
high SNR and sensitive to noise. Hyltlin et al. [27] explain that random amplitude modulation 






can generate a return echo that is too weak and hence undetectable by the zero-crossing circuit. 
Due to this reason, the speed estimation error based on this method could not be sustained 
lower than 1%. The Doppler mean frequency can also be estimated using Phase-lock-loop 
(PLL) [27]. In general, PLL is a servo system that tracks one signal using a reference signal in 
frequency and phase. It keeps two signals almost synchronising by adjusting the phase of the 
reference signal and monitoring the phase error between the two signals. For more details of 
PLL, the reader is advised to read [58].  Like the zero-crossing, this method can be implemented 
using analogue circuits. Furthermore, this method is low-cost and can provide real-time speed 
measurement. However, the main disadvantage of this method is that it requires high SNR to 
estimate speed accurately. Also, designing the loop filter can be complicated because the 
locking width of the PLL usually is narrow which can be a problem with the spreading of the 
Doppler signal. Due to this reason, the accuracy of PLL cannot be sustained lower than 1% at 
high speed (i.e., 60 mph).   
Many researchers use spectral-based estimation [28], [29], [59]. This motivation is mainly due 
to the availability of optimised DSP systems which permits frequency analysis in a small but 
powerful microprocessor. Furthermore, it is much easier for SoG designers to minimise or 
evade the impact of noise in the frequency domain.  
In general, processing via frequency domain is divided into three main steps which are (1) 
digitising the time-domain signal, (2) Fourier transformation of time-domain signal and (3) 
finding the mean-frequency of the Doppler signal. For the signal digitisation, it is necessary to 
use the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). Furthermore, to avoid aliasing, the sampling 
frequency must be at least twice the maximum Doppler frequency of the SoG system.  
 






2.6. Frequency Domain Methods   
In this section, we review some principles theory of FFT and the basic principle behind the 
mean frequency estimation from a Doppler spectrum. 
 
2.6.1. Fourier Transform 
The mapping of a time-varying signal to its frequency distribution can be performed using the 
Fourier Transform. Fourier Transform decomposes the time-varying signal to the sum of basic 
sinusoids signals of different frequencies. The Fourier transform for a continuous signal, ( )x t  
with infinite length is defined as [60] 




   (2.35) 
For discrete Fourier transform, the sequence of a complex number x(n) is transformed into a 
sequence of frequency X(k). The value of each frequency bin, k is determined by the sampling 
frequency. In the real world, the signal has a finite length. Hence, X(k) can be defined for the 
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   (2.36) 
For N-point DFT, the frequency resolution of DFT is given by fs/N. Each bin of DFT output 
corresponds to a frequency. In particular, the frequency of the kth bin is given by f = k (fs/N). 
The energy spectral density of the DFT can be computed by squaring the magnitude of DFT, 
|X(k)|2.  We can call the squared magnitude as the power spectral density or simply PSD. 
Whereas, the magnitude of DFT is related to the magnitude spectrum. In practice, the PSD is 
usually represented using a log scale with the decibel unit.  
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DFT has a computational complexity of 2[ ]O N . Because of this reason, the operation of DFT 
requires a powerful computer for an increased size of N [60]. The requirement for powerful 
computer has made DFT to be useless for many practical engineering problems. An efficient 
version of DFT is called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This method breaks the computation 
of DFT into two or more shorter DFTs and merges the results appropriately. Compared to DFT, 
FFT significantly reduces the computational complexity to O[Nlog2(N)]. This efficient method 
of computing DFT makes it's popular in many fields of engineering. For details on how FFT is 
performed, the reader is suggested to read [60]. 
However, DFT has two main disadvantages. Firstly, the fundamental trade-off between 
resolution in time and resolution in frequency. To obtain a good frequency resolution, we need 
to have more samples in time-domain. Hence, good frequency resolution implies poor time 
resolution. The second one is due to the spectral leakage in DFT. DFT assumes that time 
domain signal is periodic and infinite. However, if the time-domain input is not an integer 
multiple of the period, this causes a spectral leakage in the frequency domain. This leakage is 
due to the windowing process which selects only a limited number of samples from a time-
domain signal.  
  
2.6.2. Methods of Mean frequency estimations 
There are two methods used to estimate the mean frequency of the Doppler signal in this thesis. 
The first one is based on centroid or centre-of-mass of the spectrum and the second is based on 
cross-correlation.  
 







Mathematically, the mean frequency of the Doppler signal is associated with the first spectral 
moment or the centre-of-mass of the power spectrum. The first spectral moment of a spectrum 
is defined by [52] 



















where 0f  is the mean frequency of the Doppler signal f  is the frequency, ( )S f  is the power 
spectral density and M  is the upper limit of the summation. The DC component ( ( 0)f  is not 
included in the computation. 
 
Cross-correlation 
Cross-correlation of two signal is a well-known method for feature detection in many 
engineering fields. Cross-correlation is computed by shifting the reference signal across the 
length of the tested signal and integrating the inner product on each sample across the signal 
length. For a given two discrete signals x(n) and y(n), the cross-correlation function is defined 
by [61] 
 ( ) ( ) ( )xy
n
x n y n 


    (2.39) 
where xy  is the cross-correlation coefficient and parameter ι is any integer between -∞ < ι < 
∞. xy is a measure of linear interdependence between the ( )x n  and ( )y n . A cross-correlation 
coefficient value is between -1 and 1. If both signals are identical, the cross-correlation output 






will produce a coefficient of 1 and vice-versa for dissimilar signals. Furthermore, the 
coefficient of the correlation will be largest at the position where both signals are maximally 
correlated.   
 
2.7. Introduction to Rigid Body Motions 
In the following chapter 3, the analysis of vehicle vibrations impact in the uncertainty in 
velocity measurement is dealt with. Therefore, this section gives the introduction to rigid 
motions of a vehicle.  
A body is considered ‘rigid’ if the distance between any of its two particles remains equal under 
considerable forces acting on it.  Mathematically a rigid body is defined as  
 1 2 1 2(0) (0) ( ) ( )p p p t p t    (2.40) 
for all 0t   [62] 
where 1p  and 2p  represent two particles randomly picked from a rigid body. In practice, real 
object or body may deform. However, the deformation is considered small and negligible that 
the object can still be approximated as a rigid body.  
The motion of the rigid body is categorised into two ways; it can translate and rotate. 
Translational motion specifies the position quantity, and rotational motion determines the 
attitude quantity of a rigid body. These motions are independent of each other, the general 
motion of a rigid body can be purely translational or rotational, or a combination of the two 
motions.  






Both motions are different in a fundamental way. For rotational movements, every particle 
moves in the purely circular path by the same amount of angle about a chosen point in space. 
On the other hand, for translational motion, every particle in the body moves with the same 
amount of distance and always remains parallel to its previous position. Both motions create 
six degrees of freedom (DOF) in 3D space in which, three DOF in translation and three DOF 
in the rotation. A classic example of six DOF is the motion of a passenger car; the three 
translational motions are surging forward and backward, heaving up and down, and swaying 
left, and right and the three rotational motions around the vehicle’s centre of gravity are tilting 
forward and backward, pivoting side to side and swivelling left and right. These rotational 
motions are also known as pitch, roll and yaw motions, and each motion has its rotation axis. 
Figure 2.18 illustrates the three rotational motions of a vehicle. The pitch motion is around the 
longitudinal direction, the roll motion is around the transverse direction, and the yaw is around 
the vertical direction of the vehicle. 
Note that throughout this thesis, the coordinate system used for vehicle motions is according 
to the Cartesian coordinate as shown in Figure 2.18. The x-axis represents the longitudinal 
direction, the y-axis represents the transverse direction and positive when it points to the left 
of the driver and the z-axis represents the vertical direction of the vehicle. 








frames share the same point of rotation which in this case is the centre gravity of the vehicle. 
For example, consider a point Bp  in the frame {B} is rotated and aligned with the Local frame 
{L}. The rotated point, Lp  in the {L}-frame is given by [62] 
 L L BBp p R  (2.41) 
where LB R  represents the rotation matrix from {B} to {L} frame. Note that a rotation matrix 
must satisfy two conditions; det(R) = 1 and TR R  =   I.  
 
2.7.3. Representing Vehicle Attitude 
An intuitive way to model the orientation of a rigid body using a set of angles is called Euler 
angles. These angles measure how much rotation needed for each axis in the {B}-frame to align 
with the {L}-frame. Overall, Euler angles are measured through three necessary rotations, with 
each rotates around one axis. The rotations can be done in any sequence of the axis. However, 
conventionally the sequence of rotation follows the xB-yB-zB-order. 
The transformation process from the vehicle-body frame, {B} to local-frame {L} using Euler 
angles can be summarised as follows: 
1. Rotation by an angle ψ around zB-axis, yielding to xB’, yB’, zB’ 
2. Rotation by an angle υ around yB’-axis, yielding to xB’’, yB’’, zB’’ 
3. Rotation by an angle ω around xB’’-axis, yielding to xB, yB, zB 
 
All rotations are assumed in a positive direction. These three successive rotations produce 
rotation matrix which constitutes of three rotation matrices [62] 
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2.8.  Approximation of Antenna Radiation Pattern for Doppler Spectrum 
In the following chapters, readers will find that the antenna radiation pattern for the Doppler 
spectrum model is approximated by using sinc and Gaussian function. In this section, we 
explain the rationale of using these two functions.  
In the case of Chapter 2 and 3, We analysed the effects of radar parameters to the characteristics 
of the Doppler spectrum. Here, we consider the typical attributes of a practical antenna like the 
main lobes and sides lobes. Therefore, the solution to this problem is to use the sinc function 
as antenna pattern because the main-lobe/side-lobe characteristics can be easily modelled using 
a sinc function.  
In Chapter 4, we used a set of Doppler spectra to evaluate the proposed SoG algorithms. The 
Gaussian function is chosen in this chapter because it can be used to model the Doppler spectra 
effectively. Recall that Equation (2.22) and (2.25) can be used to transform the vehicle speed 
and antenna beamwidth to values of centre frequency and standard deviation of a Gaussian 







Doppler signals. In short, it has been shown that radar can be practically adapted for vehicle 
speed measurement. However, the uncertainty in the speed measurement depends on two main 
issues. This uncertainty is firstly due to the random fluctuations in power spectral density of 
the received signal and secondly, is due to the changes in angle at which the antenna faces the 
ground when moving on an uneven surface. The suppression of these two issues is therefore, 
the most important task to improve the speed measurement accuracy of the SoG radar. To 
increase the accuracy as well as the reliability of speed measurement with regards to the two 
problems, the following conclusion can be drawn: 
 Speed measurement can be uncertain when a vehicle is moving on an uneven ground 
surface. Due to this reason, the possibility of using 4-beam radar arranged as Janus 
configuration can be used to minimise the speed measurement error.  
 Practical Doppler signal is masked by noise, the estimation of mean Doppler frequency 
especially in the case of low SNR can lead to inaccuracy estimate of speed. Therefore, 
the development of new algorithms for speed estimation is critical for improving the 
reliability and accuracy of speed measurement.  






Chapter 3. Theoretical Overview of SoG Radar and Its 
Effect on Radar System Parameters  
 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter aims to investigate the effects of radar parameters to the operations of SoG radar. 
This chapter provides the theoretical analysis of three critical elements of SoG radar that are 
the accuracy of speed measurement, shape, and size of radar footprint on the ground and 
analysis of the Doppler spectrum. Accordingly, this chapter is divided into three main parts.  
The first part analyses the speed estimation accuracy of the proposed 4-beam radar system. We 
begin by introducing the concept of a 4-beam radar and how speed is estimated from the 
system. Subsequently, we provide the accuracy analysis when operating under roll, pitch and 
yaw motions.  
In the second part of this chapter, we investigate the effects of radar parameters such as radar 
antenna beamwidth, height and viewing angle to the shape and size of the radar footprint. The 
geometry of the antenna beam is used to estimate the size of the footprint on the ground. 
Finally, the third part of this chapter investigates the impact of different values of radar 
parameters on the Doppler spectrum characteristics. In this work, the radar parameters 
including radar viewing angle, transmitter frequency and also vehicle speed are analysed 
concerning the shape of the Doppler spectrum.  
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3.1.1. The principle of Velocity Vector Estimation of a 4-Beam SoG radar 
Although the 4-beam radar system has been used since the mid-70s in avionics navigation 
system [63], [64] and acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) for maritime systems [65], 
[66], its application for ground vehicles is not fully explored. Here we introduced the concept 
of a 4-beam radar system for SoG radar. Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the 4-beam radar system 
viewed from the front, side, and top of a passenger car. The system consists of four radars, and 
each radar is indicated by a blue rectangular. The position of the radars is indicated with Radar 
1, Radar 2, Radar 3 and Radar 4. For this analysis, we assumed that the radar produces a narrow 
beam. This assumption is made to simplify this analysis. A red line indicates this narrow beam. 
The velocity components along the car are referred to the longitudinal velocity lv , transverse 
velocity tv , and vertical velocity zv  and intersect the centre gravity of the vehicle. The four 
beams are arranged to be pairwise-symmetric with respect to the vertical axis so that each beam 
will measure the same magnitude of speed when the vehicle is moving along the longitudinal 
direction. Figure 3.1(b) shows an example of beam geometry in position 1. The location of the 
beam in space is described using two angles; depression angle, α, and azimuth angle, β. The 
angles between the velocity vector and the beam axis are defined as xu , yu  and zu  for xB, yB 
and zB-axis respectively.  
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Let us assume that the vehicle in Figure 3.1(a) is moving straight with forward motion in the 
direction along xB. Assumed that the road on which the vehicle travelling is ideally flat, and no 
angular motions induced on the vehicle, the Doppler shift along beam at position 1 can be 
defined as [48]  
  1 2 cos cos cosd l x t y z zf v u v u v u    (3.1) 
Each radar beam measures the same magnitude of speed. Therefore, the Doppler frequency 
from beam 1 to 4 are given by 
  1 1 2 3
2
d l t vf d v d v d v
     (3.2) 
  2 1 2 3
2

   d l t vf d v d v d v  (3.3) 
  3 1 2 3
2

   d l t vf d v d v d v  (3.4) 
  4 1 2 3
2

   d l t vf d v d v d v  (3.5) 
where 1d , 2d , and 3d are the magnitudes of the beam direction cosines. Thus, the desired 
velocity component along the vehicle direction can be computed as a function of Doppler shift 
frequency 




    lv f f f fd
 (3.6) 




    tv f f f fd
 (3.7) 




    vv f f f fd
 (3.8) 
The magnitude of 
1d , 2d , and 3d  as a function of α and β is defined as 
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These angular motions can exist simultaneously and known as composite angular motion. The 
composite of yaw, pitch, and roll in the observer-frame {L} can be presented using a 
composition rotation matrix R [67]. 
 { } { }L B R  (3.13) 
where R is composed of individual rotation matrix as in Equation (2.43) to (2.45). R can be 
given as 
 
cos sin 0 cos 0 sin 1 0 0
( , , ) sin cos 0 0 1 0 0 cos sin
0 0 1 sin 0 cos 0 sin cos
   
      
   
    
          
        
y y p p
y p r y y r r
p p r r
R  (3.14) 
The three matrices from left to right represents the rotation whose angles are y , p , and r . 
For the general case of land vehicles such as passenger car, the motion error is mostly attributed 
by roll and pitch motions when moving along a straight track. By comparison, yaw motion is 
typically minimal and has no significant impact on the accuracy of velocity estimation. Here 
we assumed that y = 0 Therefore, Equation (3.15) is reduced to 
 
1 0 0 cos 0 sin 1 0 0
( , , ) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 cos sin
0 0 1 sin 0 cos 0 sin cos
p p
y p r r r
p p r r
R
 
    
   
    
         
        
 (3.15) 
The angular motions which in this case, pitch and roll motions can give rise to an error in 
velocity measurement. The error in the velocity measurement can directly be estimated by 
multiplying the error-free velocities in Equation (3.9) to (3.11) with the rotation matrix, R.  
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 ˆ L BBv v R  (3.16) 
where v̂  the error-weighted velocity components, and Bv is the error-free velocity components.  
Replacing Bv  with Equation (3.9) to Equation (3.12) yields the solution 
 
cos sin sin cos sin cos cos
ˆ 0 cos sin sin
sin cos sin cos cos sin cos
p r p r p
L
r r
p p r p r
v
      
  
      
   
       
      
 (3.17) 
We can simplify Equation (3.17) into three velocity components  
  ˆ cos cos cos sin (sin sin sin cos cos )          l p p r rv  (3.18) 
  ˆ sin cos sin cos sin     t p pv  (3.19) 
  ˆ sin cos sin cos (sin sin sin cos cos )           v p p r rv  (3.20) 
We can estimate the impact of misalignment angles to velocity measurement by finding the 
ratio between the velocity components with misalignment angles to the velocity components 
with no misalignment angles 
 
ˆ tan
cos sin ( sin tan cos )
cos
l




    













   (3.22) 
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where the subscript u specifies the axis of the velocity components. It is evident from Equations 
(3.21) and (3.22) that the relative error is a function of viewing angles, α, and β, and pitch and 
roll angles p  and  r  .  
We now evaluate the relative error of estimating velocity under the influence of roll and pitch 
motions on a vehicle. Depending on the configuration of viewing angles used to estimate the 
vehicle velocity, different values of depression angle α, and azimuth angle β can be used. For 
this analysis, we considered two configurations, the first one is based on a conventional single-
beam radar system with viewing angles of α = 45°and β = 0° and second one with viewing 
angles of α = 45°and β = 45° Figure 3.3(a) and (b) show the plot relative error versus pitch. 
Note that, to limit the dimension of the plot, we only used three selected roll angles of 0°, 4°, 
and 8°. 
From the two figures, both plots indicate that the velocity error increases with the increase in 
pitch angle. However, the increase in roll angle did not increase error in the conventional 
single-beam system. As can be seen in Figure 3.3(a), the selected roll-angles, 0°, 4°, and 8°, 
are very close to each other. It can be said that the conventional single-beam system is 
insensitive to roll motions. On the other hand, the configuration of viewing angle with β ≠ 0° 
increases the error. Figure 3.3(b) shows an example of a relative error plot using α = 45°and β 
= 45°. If we compare this result to the earlier one, this configuration produces a higher error 
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   (3.31) 
Note that for each of the expressions, different sign conforms with the direction of the angular 
rotations. Each of the beams contributes some amount of error in the final velocity computation 
depending on the misalignment angles occurred on each beam. By averaging the contribution 
of error from each beam, we can compute the average ratio between velocity components with 
misalignment error to the velocity components with no error from all four beams. 
 
1 2 3 4ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ cos
4
l l l l l
p
l l
v v v v v
v v
     (3.32) 
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1 2 3 4ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ cos
4
t t t t t
r
t t
v v v v v
v v
     (3.33) 
Hence, the average relative error in estimating velocity from a 4-beam radar system can be 
given as 
  (%) 1 cos 100prelative error    (3.34) 
  (%) 1 cos 100rrelative error    (3.35) 
where Equation (3.34) and (3.35) are for longitudinal velocity and lateral velocity respectively. 
It is evident from both Equations (3.32) and (3.33) that the 4-beam system reduces the sum of 
error to just cos p and cos r . Also, the error is independent of the viewing angles. Any 
combination of viewing angles (α/β) that form a Janus configuration would have the same 
amount of relative error as presented here.  
 
3.2.3. Comparison of Error Between 4-Beam and Single-Beam Radar 
The equation (3.34) and (3.21) are used to compute the relative error for a 4-beam radar and a 
single beam radar respectively. We set the viewing angle for radar beam to α = 45°and β = 45° 
for Radar 1, Radar 2, Radar 3 and Radar 4 as in Figure 3.1(a). For conventional single-beam 
radar system, the viewing angle is set similar is set to α = 45°and β = 0°. Figure 3.5 shows the 
comparison of relative error between the two methods.  
As can be seen, a 4-beam radar configuration produces a significantly lower error in the 
presence of pitch and roll motions compared to the single-beam radar. As an example, for a 
combination of 1° pitch and 1° roll, the relative error of a single-beam radar reach 1.8% while 
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3.3. Radar Footprint 
This section presents an analysis of radar footprint for given radar parameters. We define the 
radar footprint as the intersection between a radar beam and the ground plane. The actual shape 
of the radar footprint is complicated to estimate. In the research by [54], using small 
perturbation model, they showed that an antenna with canonical beam produces a footprint 
with a shape that is close to an ellipse.   
It is not enough to know the presence of radar footprint is somewhere on the ground. If its 
location is unknown, there is a risk that the beam may illuminate the shoulder of the road during 
SoG operation. Therefore, it is essential to determine the size and distance of the radar footprint 
on the ground.   
 
3.3.1. Model 
In the following analysis, we assumed that the radar antenna produces a conical beam. The 
basic structure of a radar footprint model is shown in Figure 3.6. The upper figure illustrates a 
cone undergoing two motions that are rotation motion and vertical motion. Let the base of the 
cone has a radius of r  and opening angle of 2ϕ. The cone, C is indicated as C’ after a rotation 
(Rot) and C’’ after a vertical motion (Vert). The observation point of cone C, C’ and C’’ are 
represented using Cartesian coordinates as {xB,yB,zB}, {xB’,yB’,zB’} and {xB’’,yB’’,zB’’} 
respectively. The lower figure illustrates the footprint of the radar beam as an intersection 
between the projected cone and the ground plane. The intersection of the cone and the ground 
plane forms a shape of an ellipse with the semi-minor axis and the major axis of l and L 
respectively.  
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 2 2 2( tan )x y z    (3.36) 
The mapping of cone C to C’’ is defined by two motions; a rotational motion around xB-axis 
plus a vertical motion along the zB-axis. Following the two motions of the cone C, we derive 
the relationship between the antenna parameter and the size of the ellipse on the ground surface. 











     
           





where {xB’,yB’,zB’} is the observation point of cone C’ after a rotational motion of cone C, 
{xB’’,yB’’,zB’’} is the observation point of cone C’’ after a vertical motion of cone C’, and h is 
the height of radar from the ground plane. From Figure 3.6, the rotational motion from 
coordinate {xB,yB,zB} to {xB’,yB’,zB’} along the xB-axis can be represented using Euler matrix.  
 
' 1 0 0
' 0 cos sin
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 (3.38) 
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 (3.39) 
The cone C’ is vertically displaced by distance h to arrive at the position C’’. Therefore, the 
total displacement along the zB-axis is equal to zB – h. Therefore, the cone C’’ can be given as 
  
''
'' cos ( ) sin





y y z h
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 
 
   
        
       
 (3.40) 
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From Figure 3.6(a), the viewing angle α has a relationship with angle χ . Additionally, the 
antenna beamwidth is twice the angle of  . The following equations described the relationship 
 90     (3.47) 
 2b   (3.48) 
   
3.3.2. Analysis of Radar Footprint  
Equation (3.45) through (3.48) are used to determine the size and distance of radar footprint 
using radar parameters of b , α, and h. In this work, the radar footprint is analysed using non-
symmetrical antenna beamwidth. The vertical and horizontal beamwidth is not equal in size. 
The size for vertical and horizontal beamwidth is 13° and 24° respectively. These values are 
selected to replicate the actual 3-dB beamwidth of the radar which we used in the experimental 
setup in Chapter 5.   
Figure 3.7 shows the radar footprint shape and size. The difference between the figure in (a) 
and (b) is how the antenna is mounted on the vehicle. The figure in (a) shows the radar footprint 
when the vertical plane of the antenna is vertically oriented with respect to the ground plane. 
Contrarily, figure in (b) shows the footprint of radar when the horizontal plane of the antenna 
is vertically oriented with respect to the ground plane. For comparison purpose, we plotted five 
footprints of different depression angle values with α = [20º, 30º, 45º, 50º, 60º]. The height of 
radar from the ground is h = 0.5 m and is similar for all plots. The star marker (*) indicates the 
centre of the beam on the ground plane 
Few conclusions can be made from Figure 3.7(a) and (b). Firstly, the footprints are elliptical 
with the ellipticity and size varies with different values of depression angle, α. As α becomes 
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3.4. Modelling Doppler Spectrum  
It is essential to understand the influence of radar parameters on the shape of the Doppler 
spectrum. One way to understand is by collecting Doppler signal using SoG radar moving on 
actual roads. However, the Doppler signal from an experimental source is without the absence 
of noise and clutter. Also, the imperfection of the experimental setup can also affect the quality 
of the collected Doppler signal. An alternative way is to estimate its characteristics by 
modelling. This section investigates the effect of the radar parameters to the shape of the 
Doppler spectrum.  
 
3.4.1. Model 
Consider the typical radar setup as in Figure 3.6. We can the radar power receive equation to 













    

 
  (3.49) 
The range, tR can be derived from the radar geometry shown in Figure 3.6. However, for ground 
surface RCS and antenna radiation pattern, the actual values for these parameters depend on so 
many factors as explained in Section 2.2.3. Therefore, for simplicity of the modelling, two 
assumptions were made. Firstly, the RCS of the ground target is 1 m2. Secondly, the radar has 
a rectangular antenna aperture. For this aperture, the antenna radiation pattern can be modelled 
using a sinc function as shown in Equation (3.50).  
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In term of practical SoG application, it is much preferable to have a Doppler signal far from 
the 0 Hz because of the existence of low-frequency noises. Furthermore, employing HPF that 
is very close to 0 Hz can be challenging to implement. On the contrary, the 77 GHz radar 
produces a Doppler spectrum that is three times broader than the spectrum at 24 GHz. This 
effect is due to the relative spread of the Doppler spectrum. Such characteristics can be 
explained by Doppler frequency spread. A Doppler frequency spread can be defined as the 
ratio between the 3-dB bandwidth of the Doppler spectrum to the mean frequency of that 








   
(3.53) 
 
The above equation shows that the Doppler spectrum spread is a function of antenna 
beamwidth and the radar depression angle. In other words, the bandwidth size of the Doppler 
spectrum is a constant scale of its mean frequency. As the radar carrier frequency goes higher, 
the Doppler spectrum bandwidth will also increase by a factor of tanb  .   
 
3.5. Summary 
The theoretical analysis in this chapter has proved that some values of radar parameters can 
produce desirable effects on SoG operations. We have shown the 4-beam radar configuration 
has a much lower sensitivity to the vehicle roll and pitch motions when compared to a single-
beam radar system. From the analysis in Section 3.3 and 3.4, we observed that the combination 
α = 45°and β = 45° produces the appropriate size of the ground footprint and sufficiently sharp 
and narrow Doppler spectrum. In the following Chapter 5, we implemented these 




Chapter 4. Derivation of Doppler Shift Estimation 
Algorithm and Performance Evaluation 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
Estimating a mean frequency from Doppler signal remains a challenge in signal processing of 
SoG radar. As explained in Section 2.3.3, the radar echo from the ground surface is noisy. The 
complete suppression of this noise is difficult to realise without affecting the quality of mean 
frequency estimates. For example, the main lobe of the Doppler signal can be discriminated 
from the noise floor using amplitude threshold. However, in practice, Doppler signal SNR can 
vary and can go below the threshold level. Because of this reason, there is a need for algorithms 
that can track the main lobe of the Doppler signal. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to 
design algorithms that are capable of estimating the Doppler mean frequency accurately under 
varying SNR conditions.  
In this chapter, two techniques are used to estimate the mean frequency of the Doppler signal. 
The first method is based on centre-of-mass of a Doppler spectrum and the second method is 
based on correlating the Doppler spectrum with a pre-determined spectrum template. A total 
of three algorithms are proposed in this chapter in which two of the algorithms are based on 
the centre-of-mass, and one algorithm is based on the cross-correlation. The detail of these 
approaches can be found in Section 2.4. Subsequently, these new algorithms are tested with 
artificial Doppler signal to evaluate its performance. Additionally, the performance of the 
proposed algorithms is also compared with two simple algorithms.   







4.1.1. Previous Work  
Many different mean frequency estimation algorithms for SoG radar has been proposed. The 
common objective of these algorithms is to estimate the mean frequency of Doppler signal with 
high accuracy. Despite their common aim, the approaches to determine the mean frequency are 
different. The earliest investigation in SoG radar signal processing was performed by Hyltin et 
al. in 1975 [47]. They proposed the use of the time-domain zero-crossing technique with a 
Schmitt trigger circuit to prevent low-amplitude noises from generating false zero crossings. 
Despite their effort, this method cannot achieve a consistent relative error of less than 1% due 
to the large amplitude fluctuations that occur on the Doppler signal.  
Over the last decade, the research efforts are focused in frequency-domain. The generation of 
power spectral density of the Doppler signal is performed by using spectral analysis methods. 
Most researchers proposed the use of Fast-Fourier Transforms (FFT). [29] suggested using the 
computationally-efficient periodogram power spectrum and [59] introduced the use of the 
Welch method to reduce the variance in the spectral estimate. One issue with the FFT method 
it is poor frequency resolution for short samples (< 20 ms) of Doppler signal. To increase the 
frequency resolution, an alternative approach using autoregressive (AR) model-based methods 
based on Yule-Walker and Burg method have been investigated by [69] and [70]. The AR 
methods can produce a spectrum with high resolution but with higher computational 
complexity. Estimation using eigenvalue decomposition based on MUSIC algorithm has also 
been proposed by [71] and [69] to estimate the spectral density of Doppler signal.  
Several algorithms have been proposed to estimate the mean-frequency from Doppler power 
spectral density. The simplest of these algorithms rely on finding the frequency component 
with the strongest amplitude [72], [59]. Theoretically, the strongest frequency component is 
simply the mean frequency of the Doppler signal. While this method is simple and 







computationally inexpensive, the frequency shift with the highest intensity isn’t always the 
mean frequency. Therefore, this method produces speed measurement with high variance.  
Another approach is based on spectrum centre-of-mass. This method was proposed a decade 
ago by [71] in 1992. Later, [29] enhanced this method by implementing a pre-processing which 
captures the useful Doppler bandwidth and removes the spectral components with higher 
variance. The resulting spectrum is expected to have a lower incidence of frequency 
components with high variance and therefore reducing the variance in the estimation of mean 
frequency. While the pre-processing is proposed to enhance the estimation accuracy, the 
stability aspects of the pre-processing remain unclear and can directly impact the accuracy of 
the speed estimation. Their pre-processing captures the useful bandwidth by detecting critical 
changes in the spectral slope. However, the substantial variations in spectral amplitude may 
influence on the slope measurement and hence, affect the accuracy of the mean frequency 
estimation.   
Cross-correlation has also been used to estimate the mean frequency of the Doppler signal. 
This method was first introduced by [28] and further developed by [59]. Both studies proposed 
cross-correlating the actual spectra against an assumed template of Doppler spectra. In this 
approach, the proposed algorithm computes the cross-correlation of the observed spectrum 
against a possible set of spectra and determine a pair of cross-correlation with the maximum 
correlation coefficient (refer Section 2.6.2 for cross-correlation coefficient). Hence, the 
location of mean frequency corresponds to a pair of cross-correlation with maximum 
correlation. This technique was shown to provide an estimate of the mean frequency with high 
accuracy [73]. However, its implementation would require a high cost of computation which 
takes too much time to update speed in a short time, i.e. 10 ms. Furthermore, the generation of 
simulated spectra is complex and may not represent the true spectra obtained in practice. 







4.2. Derivation of Algorithm 
The previous section shows that estimating a mean Doppler frequency with high accuracy and 
reliability is still an open challenge. This section derives the new method in an attempt to solve 
the problem. For the convenience of the reader, we will first describe two simple algorithms 
which we called centre-of-mass noise subtraction (CMA-NS) and centre-of-mass level-
threshold (CMA-T). It is important to mention here that these two algorithms serve as a 
comparison to the three algorithms that are proposed in the second part of this chapter. 
In the second part of this chapter, we proposed three new algorithms. The reason for 
introducing these algorithms is to handle the issues found in practice such as varying SNR, 
significant sidelobes and the random peak of high amplitudes. The first two of the proposed 
algorithms based on centre-of-mass. We called these algorithms as centre-of-mass amplitude 
threshold (CMA-AT) and centre-of-mass slope threshold (CMA-ST). These two algorithms 
can adaptively find the main lobe of the spectrum before the computation of the mean 
frequency. The main difference between them lies in the filtering process; a process that 
distinguishes the main lobe from the spectral noise. As the name suggests, CMA-AT uses the 
spectral amplitude to filter the spectral noise, while CMA-ST uses the slope of the main lobe 
to estimate the position of the spectrum main lobe. On the other hand, the third algorithm is 
based on the cross-correlation method. We named this algorithm as the cross-correlation 
algorithm (XCA).  
Figure 4.1 illustrates a Doppler spectrum with its fundamental parameters. This figure is aimed 
to help readers to understand the spectrum key parameters used in the following sub-sections. 













4.2.3. Centre-of-mass Amplitude Threshold 
The motivation of this algorithm stems from the nature of the Doppler signal. In practice, the 
Doppler signal may have random spurious peaks and low-frequency noise surrounding the 
main lobe. This unwanted noise can be rejected from CMA computation by setting the limits 
of the computation only to the useful bandwidth of the spectrum main lobe.  
In general, the algorithm consists of two stages with a different purpose. The first stage is pre-
processing, and the second stage is the computation of CMA. The function of pre-processing 
is to determine the start and stop frequency of the main lobe. Here, we summarise the pre-
processing operation. At first, the algorithm estimates the noise level density in the spectrum 
and classify each of the spectral components by their power level into binary values of 1 and 
0.  Next, the algorithm finds the minimum and maximum frequency of the main lobe. This 
technique is performed by sliding a window of finite length along the spectral length. For each 
sliding step, the algorithm sums the binary content within the window and compares to a pre-
determined threshold value. If the sum exceeds the threshold, the algorithm assumes a start/stop 
frequency of the main lobe is found. Finally, in the second stage, the algorithm computes the 
centre-of-mass via Equation (2.38). 
The following steps summarise the signal processing of the algorithm: 
Step 1: Estimate the DFT of the Doppler signal via the FFT algorithm 
Step 2: Compares the power of each spectral component to a pre-determined threshold value. 
If the amplitude of the frequency component is above the threshold level, the frequency 
location is set to 1 and 0 for vice-versa. The digital output of the comparison process is given 
as 
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where D(f) is the digital output, 1Z  is the threshold of the algorithm which roughly 
differentiates between signal and noise power. Here, we assumed that the SNR of the Doppler 
signal is relatively high but given the distance of radar from the ground is sufficiently short 
(less than a meter), this assumption is acceptable. The value  1Z  is associated with the noise 
floor of the spectrum. 
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where ( )rN f  and n  is the mean and standard deviation of the noise density. In this work, the 
3 n  represents 99.7% of the noise density level.  
Step 3: Find the lower bound frequency of the main lobe. The search process is performed by 
sliding a window of length w from the left to the right of the spectrum. For each movement, 
the algorithm computes the sum of ones within the window length and compares the sum to a 






the search will continue until the algorithm founds a location which the binary sum exceeds 





 . If this condition is satisfied, the algorithm assumed a start 
frequency of the main lobe is found.  
Step 4: Find the upper bound frequency of the main lobe. The process is similar as in Step 3, 
but the search begins from right to left of the spectrum. Here, it is essential to set the size of 
the window length, w. To distinguish between a right start/stop frequency of the main lobe and 







a random noise peak, the size of w must be bigger than the width of a typical spurious peak. 
On the other hand, a large size of w is not suitable when the main lobe is narrow. For the 
algorithm to properly work on both narrow and broad spectrum, we have determined two values 
















where df  is the mean Doppler frequency that is roughly estimated from the peak of the Doppler 
spectrum after a simple smoothing process on f(n). This rough estimate of df  does not 
introduce deficiency in determining the mean Doppler frequency.  
Step 5: Compute the mean Doppler frequency by estimating the CMA of the spectrum energy 
between startf  and stopf .  





   
For reference hereafter, this technique is called CMA-AT. 
 
4.2.4. Centre-of-mass Slope Threshold 
Like the previous method, the centre-of-mass slope threshold uses CMA to determine the mean 
Doppler frequency. But instead of using the sliding window to estimate the location of the main 
lobe, it measures the change in slope of the spectral data. This algorithm makes use of the 
cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm [77]. CUSUM is a well-known change detection 
technique which has been widely used in the fields of signal processing [78], [79]. This 
algorithm functions to detect small changes that depart from its mean value by cumulating the 







sum of the difference between the present value and the previous average. The cumulative-sum 
control-chart can be defined as 
 (1) 0SC   (4.6) 
 0( ) max[ , ( ) ( ( ) ) ( 1)]S r n SC n o S f N f a C n      (4.7) 
where ( )rN f  and n  are the mean and standard deviation of noise floor density, 0a  is the 
reference value which is used to detect a drift from the control values. ( )SC n  is the cumulative 
sum of deviation from the target at the observation sample. It is apparent from the equation that 
if a negative change is found, the cumulative-sum is reset to zero. Thus, only positive change 
is counted. ( )SC n will point upward if the sample values are out of the control values 
0( ) nS f a  . The slope of the cumulative sum would be steeper or shallower depending on 
how large the sample deviates from the control value. 
The following steps summarise the signal processing of this method.  
Step 1: Estimate the DFT of the Doppler signal via FFT algorithm.  
Step 2: Compute the cumulative-sum, ( )SC n of the spectral data. Here, the noise floor is 
defined as the stationary process of the cumulative sum. Hence, the value of ( )rN f , and n  
of Equation (4.7) are measured from the noise floor of the spectrum. We set 0a  = 3 which 
represents three standard deviations.  
Step 3: Divide the cumulative-sum into blocks of fixed size, mb . In this work, we define the 
size of each block, m = 5. For each block, we estimate the spectral amplitude pattern by 







estimating the gradient (in degrees) between the first and last spectral values of each block. 
The algorithm saves the gradient values for all blocks.  
Step 4: Compare the gradient value of each block to a predetermined gradient threshold, gZ . 
Our preliminary analysis of the value of gZ  indicates that gZ  = 0.05° is suitable to distinguish 
the noise floor from the main lobe. 
Step 5: Search for the start frequency of the main lobe. Perform a search on the blocks until 
two consecutive blocks with slope values above the gZ  is found ( ( ) & ( 1)m m gb n b n Z  ). If 
this outcome is found, the algorithm determines the location of the ( )mb n  on the spectrum and 
assume this location as the start frequency of the main lobe. Note that the search is performed 
from left-most block to the right.  
Step 6: Search for the stop frequency of the main lobe. The process is similar to Step 5. 
However, the search is performed from the right-most block to the left.  
Step 7: Compute the mean Doppler frequency by estimating the CMA of the spectrum between 
the start and stop frequency.  





 ,  
Figure 4.7(a) to (c) show the outputs of the algorithm after FFT, cumulative sum, and slope 
measurement. The red line indicates the start and stop frequency of the main lobe. As can be 
seen from (b), a relatively flat cumulative sum implies that there is no significant increase in 
from the noise floor. However, the cumulative sum produces a jump when spectral data has a 
substantial change from the mean noise spectral density.  
For reference hereafter, this technique is called CMA-ST 









Step 2: Smooth the spectrum using a simple moving averaging filter and locate the largest 
amplitude in the spectrum. At this stage, we assume the location of the peak as the mean 
Doppler frequency df  . This rough estimation provides information for the algorithm to 
compute the speed parameter, v and hence compute the standard deviation of the Gaussian 
pattern that enables the generation of Gaussian shape. Nevertheless, this is a rough estimate of 
a mean Doppler frequency. The following step 3 and 4, will shift df   to arrive on a position 
which best matches the Gaussian shape and the Doppler spectrum. 
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 (4.10) 
where ( )G f is the Gaussian curve, ga is the peak amplitude of the Gaussian curve. 
Step 4: Cross-correlate the generated Gaussian curve with the Doppler spectrum and 
determined the location of which the coefficient of cross-correlation is largest.  

















maximum detectable speed, this value is limited by the received power of the radar. However, 
for this evaluation, we define the maximum measured speed of 110 mph.    
Criterion 2: Maximum relative error. The error in estimating mean frequency is expected to be 
lower than 3% over the range of measured speed. This expected value is constructed from the 
previous study of SoG radar [83].   
Criterion 3: Noise sensitivity. The algorithm must be able to work under weak signal and noisy 
conditions. As discussed in Chapter 3, the Doppler signal in practice does not have a constant 
SNR. The SNR varies with radar mounting configuration and speed of the vehicle. The value 
of SNR can be further reduced due to the condition of the ground surface. The challenge of 
each algorithm is to minimise the effect of the noise on the accuracy of the estimated speed.   
Criterion 4: Real-time processing. Technically speaking, almost none of the algorithm can 
produce the output at the same time as the input. In the actual case, this is impossible to do 
since there will be some delay due to the processing of the input signal. It is preferable that 
algorithms have low computational complexity so that it could work in real time. For this work, 
we set the speed update rate to a minimum of 100 ms to match with the requirement of vehicle 
safety system such as ABS or ASC [84] [54], [85].  
Criterion 5: Cost of Algorithm. For SoG radar to be successful in practical applications, the 
cost implementation of the algorithm must be minimum. The algorithm itself must be efficient 
computationally inexpensive. Additionally, it can be implemented using low-cost hardware. 
Furthermore, the algorithm must also be flexible for future trend in vehicular radar so that it 
can be performed with minimum cost — for example, a software upgrade rather than hardware 
upgrade [81], [86].  







Note that these design objectives and performance criteria are limited to the evaluation in this 
chapter.  
 
4.4.  Simulated Doppler signal 
Simulated Doppler signal provides many advantages which overcome the main limitation of 
an actual Doppler signal. Mainly, it makes it possible to generate a set of Doppler signals with 
known mean frequency, SNR and bandwidth. This section describes the mathematical 
background of the Doppler signal modelling and the examples of an artificial Doppler signal.   
 
4.4.1. Principle of Generation 
Before we discuss the principle of Doppler signal generation, it is worth noting that the main 
lobe of the Doppler spectrum is primarily influenced by the antenna radiation pattern as 
discussed in Section 2.3.3. Additionally, in Section 2.8 we stated that both sinc and gaussian 
antenna pattern could be used for the antenna pattern approximation. For this chapter, we 
assumed that the antenna radiation pattern follows the Gaussian function. The use of Gaussian 
model enables the estimate of Doppler spectrum bandwidth using vehicle speed as presented 
in Equation (2.25).  
Consider a typical characteristic of the Doppler spectrum; the spectral density of the main lobe 
is not smooth but randomly varies from one spectral component to another. Mathematically, a 
simulated Doppler spectrum can be obtained by generating a population of spectral densities 
and adding the spectral densities with white noise. Figure 4.10 illustrates the procedure of 
creating an artificial Doppler signal. 

















  (4.15) 
In the next step, noise is added into the spectral distribution. Noise is normally distributed to 
replicate the noise distribution of an actual Doppler signal. This step is accomplished by 
generating the composite spectral density [87] 
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where S(f) is the Doppler spectrum plus noise,   is a number that is uniformly distributed 
between the value of 0 and 1 (0 <  < 1) and nk  is the signal-to-noise (SNR) scaling factor 
which is used to improve or worsen the condition of the Doppler signal against noise. The 














where fN  is the noise power per discrete frequency, and fnN  is the total noise power in the 



















The SNR is expressed in dB. The final stage of signal generation is to convert the power 
spectrum to time-series samples using the inverse FFT (IFFT). The decomposition of the power 













4.5.  Results 
The algorithms were tested using the datasets created in section 4.4.4. The evaluation was 
performed using MATLAB and results are presented by comparing the algorithms with 
different level of SNR, FFT length and processing time. 
 
4.5.1. Effect of Input SNR 
Figure 4.13(a) to (f) show the measurement bias and standard deviation for SNR values of 0, 
20, 30, 40 and 50 dB respectively. For each SNR results, the left-hand plot shows the 
normalised bias measurement, and the right-hand plot shows the normalised standard deviation 
of the estimate. The true mean frequency, fT on the x-axis for both bias and standard deviation 
plots is normalised to the value of the maximum true mean frequency of fmax, = 4000 Hz. The 
result of each point in the plot is an average of 500 estimated mean frequency. Note that for 













Figure 4.13(a) to (f) shows that the performance of all algorithms deteriorates with decreasing 
SNR values. For all plots, higher bias and standard deviation are observed on lower mean 
frequency compared to higher mean frequencies. This characteristic is due to the Doppler 
spectrum bandwidth. As discussed in Chapter 3, the value of Doppler mean frequency is 
proportional to its bandwidth. At low relative mean frequency between 0 to 0.4 however, the 
spectrum bandwidth is narrow, and therefore, the number of spectral components that 
represents the main lobe is small. Hence, this condition increases the bias and variance in the 
mean frequency measurement.  
Between SNR of 30 and 20 dB, CMA-AT produces larger variance than other proposed 
algorithms. Investigation on this method reveals that the algorithm cannot effectively locate 
the start and stop frequency of the spectrum main lobe when the relative mean frequency is 
between 0 to 0.4. This is due to the presence of high amplitude spikes near the start or stop 
frequency of the main lobe.  
At very low SNR (SNR = 10 dB), the two of the proposed methods; CMA-ST and XCA 
demonstrate lower standard deviation than the two simple algorithms. This performance shows 
that the proposed algorithms produce more accurate mean frequency estimation. The only 
algorithm that works well in this SNR is the XCA algorithm. This algorithm shows low bias 
and standard deviation that is relatively unchanged from SNR = 30 dB.  
At the lowest SNR (SNR = 0 dB), all algorithm shows very large uncertainty in measurement. 















As can be seen from Figure 4.15(a) to (f), high-resolution input produces lower bias and smaller 
standard deviation compared to the coarse one. For all algorithms with an exception of CMA-
NS, we observe no significant difference in terms of bias and standard deviation when the input 
resolution is decreased from 3.1 to 12.2 Hz. 
At coarse input resolution of Δf = 48.8 Hz, a significant difference can be observed between 
the proposed and simple algorithms. Under true mean frequency of 0.3, the simple algorithms 
produce larger uncertainty than the three proposed algorithms. Notably, the XCA algorithm 
demonstrates low standard deviation for the whole range of mean frequency.   
Nonetheless, the choice of frequency resolution in spectral processing will be a trade-off 
between resolution and accuracy, in our view, input resolution of Δf = 12.2 Hz is suitable for 
the proposed algorithms because it provides appropriate speed update rate (time resolution of 
80 ms) with low bias and standard deviation.  
Section 4.3.1, describes the algorithm design goals. Criterion 2 states that the relative error for 
measuring speed must be under 3%. For this purpose, we investigate the relative error in 
estimating mean Doppler frequency at different SNR levels. Figure 4.16 plots the percentage 
relative error of the algorithms for SNR = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 dB. The frequency resolution 
used the test is Δf = 12.2 Hz. The horizontal yellow line indicates 3% relative error.  
From the figure, we can see that the relative error for all algorithms with an exception of CMA-
NS is under 3% for SNR above 20 dB and true mean frequency above 2 kHz. However, all 
algorithm shows error larger than 3% for mean frequency under 2 kHz. This behaviour is due 
to spectral estimation. As the Doppler frequency gets lower, its main lobe bandwidth becomes 
narrower. The spectrum main lobe cannot be properly estimated using Doppler signal with low-
frequency resolution. One method to improve this problem is to increase the frequency 









CMA-ST, and XCA respectively. CMA-ST shows the slowest processing time; upon 
investigation, the processing time is slowed by the computation of CUSUM. Nevertheless, the 
overall processing time is still 20 times smaller than the speed update rate.   
 
4.5.4. Discussion and Summary of Results 
The first two algorithms; CMA-NS and CMA-T are purposely used as a comparison to the 
proposed algorithms which are more complex. Nevertheless, the CMA-T shows good 
performance and can work well if the SNR is above 30 dB. Furthermore, this method produces 
one of the lowest computational complexity between the five algorithms.  
CMA-AT and CMA-ST are based on the centre-of-mass method and has adaptive pre-
processing to find the spectrum main lobe in the presence of noise. The AT version depends 
on thresholding the signal amplitude level and finding the limits of the spectrum main lobe. On 
the other hand, the ST version finds the start and stop frequency by thresholding the slope of 
the signal. The simulation results show that these two methods show better performance in both 
bias and standard deviation when compared to the simple method of CMA-NS.  
Comparison between CMA-AT and CMA-ST shows that the earlier produces higher bias and 
standard deviation. For SNR below 30 dB, the influence of noise is significant in the AT 
method which leads to the obscure determination of start and stop frequency of the spectrum 
main lobe. At lower SNR (SNR = 0 to 20 dB), it is more difficult to separate between signal 
and noise power using amplitude threshold. If amplitude threshold, 1Z  (refer to Section 4.2.3) 
is set too low, the algorithm may count random peak as start or stop frequency, and if the 1Z  is 
set too high, the algorithm may not find the start and stop frequency.  







The third algorithm namely XCA is based on cross-correlation. Simulation results show that 
the XCA algorithm outperforms the centre-of-mass methods under severe SNR condition. One 
main factor that contributes to its robustness is that the correlation does not require the 
knowledge of the signal to be detected. This method is an advantage when the SNR level is 
severe. i.e. SNR = 10 dB. Hence, this method shows higher accuracy at low SNR. 
Here, it is important to realise that there is no optimum algorithm in the sense of accuracy and 
computational cost. The CMA-AT is computationally efficient, but the performance is limited 
by the signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand, XCA and CMA-ST can work well under limited 
SNR but are computationally more expensive. Nevertheless, it can be said that the performance 
of the three proposed algorithms is more accurate than the simple algorithms in the case of low 
SNR and low input resolution.   
One main factor that limits the accuracy of the algorithms is the frequency resolution of the 
Doppler signal. Lowering the sampling frequency can minimise the bias and variability of the 
estimation but with the cost of slower speed update rate. For practical SoG operations, we 
suggest a dynamic sampling rate to improve the overall performance of these algorithms.   
 
4.6.  Summary 
In this chapter, three new speed estimation algorithms were proposed. Two of the methods 
namely CMA-AT and CMA-ST are based on the centre-of-mass and one method is based on 
cross-correlation is named XCA. Based on design goal and performance objective, the 
proposed algorithms are evaluated with an extensive database of artificial Doppler signal of 
different frequency range, SNR and frequency resolution. Results show that, compared to 







simple algorithms, these algorithms perform better under low SNR and coarse frequency 
resolution. Additionally, a comparison between the three proposed algorithm shows that the 
XCA method performs better than the CMA methods. Nevertheless, the evaluation results 
show that these three algorithms are qualified for effective SoG operations.  
The results in this chapter are however limited to the simulated signal. In the next chapter, these 




Chapter 5. Experimental Setup, Procedure, and 
Preliminary Analysis 
 
5.1.  Introduction 
This chapter describes the experimental 4-beam SoG radar system that was developed at the 
University of Birmingham. The development aims to evaluate the performance of a 4-beam 
SoG radar system under on-road and off-road conditions and also to evaluate the proposed 
algorithms in Chapter 4. 
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part of this chapter explains the experimental 
SoG radar system. These include the description of hardware and software, installation of radar 
on a test vehicle and signal processing of Doppler signal collected from the actual ground 
surface. The second part of this chapter describes the experimental sites and the procedure of 
collecting data from the test sites.  
 
5.2. System Description  
An Experimental SoG radar system was designed by Edward Hoare and developed by the 
author and Liam Daniel in the MISL lab. We used low-cost hardware as well as existing 
hardware available from the lab. In general, the system consists of hardware, software and a 















Stage 1  
The Doppler signal used for spectral processing is digitised using an ADC. Based on the design 
goal described in Section 4.3.1, the digitised Doppler signal is divided into small blocks with 
a size of 100 ms. Next, the DC component of the signal is removed by finding the mean value 
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where x(n) is the Doppler signal and x’(n) is the Doppler signal with no DC offset. In this work, 
we assumed that x(n) is stationary and has a mean value of zero.  Next, we minimised the gain 
imbalance between the in-phase and quadrature Doppler signals. The gain balancing between 
the two signals is performed by finding the ratio between the amplitude of the two signals and 









  (5.2) 
where var is the variance of the signal, following the gain balancing, we suppressed the low-
frequency noise using a built-in HPF in MATLAB. Figure 5.7 shows the frequency response 










 We estimate the time-displacement between GPS and radar by cross-correlating the 
speed of radar to the speed of GPS and finding the period of displacement. 
 We estimate the scale factor between the radar and GPS speed. This scale estimation is 
performed by fitting a straight line on a constant speed phase on both radar and GPS 
and measuring the difference between the radar and GPS speed.  
Once the speed data is synchronised and scaled, we can estimate the relative error in the speed 
estimation by radar. The relative error can be defined by  








where rv is the speed estimated by radar and GPSv is the speed measured by GPS receiver.  
 
5.4. Description of Test Site 
Experiments were conducted in the Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) proving grounds in Gaydon, 
Warwickshire. Figure 5.9 shows the layout of the JLR test track obtained from Google Earth. 
The lower part of the image shows the 1.6-mile-long straight-track made of asphalt, and the 
upper-right of the image shows the off-road surfaces. These test sites are chosen because they 
provide different surface characteristics.  
 







 Grass – Grass covered surface with grass height approximately between 1 and 7 cm. 
The surface is rigid and relatively flat. The grass surface image is shown in Figure 
5.10(c). 
 Bumpy dirt– Road with many potholes filled with rainwater. The depth of potholes is 
approximately 5 to 7 cm. The road is made of a mix of gravel and dirt. The bumpy dirt 
surface image is shown in Figure 5.10(d). 
 Wet Dirt – Road with many potholes filled with rainwater. The depth of potholes is 
approximately 3 to 5 cm. The road is mostly made of dirt and some gravels. The wet 
dirt surface is shown in Figure 5.10(e). 
 Water – An approximately 10 meters long dirt road completely submerged in rainwater. 
The depth of water is about 3 to 5 cm. The water surface is shown in Figure 5.10(f). 
Note that, when the picture was taken, the volume of rainwater has reduced to potholes 
of rainwater. However, when the test was conducted, the 10 meters long dirt road was 
wholly submerged in rainwater.  
 Circle – A circle track with a diameter of 25 m. The surface is made of asphalt. The 
image of the surface is similar to the one in Figure 5.10(a). 
 Curve – A curve track with a diameter of 5 m. The surface is made of dirt and gravels. 










 Test-scenario 2: Performing a straight-line motion on the elevated bars in Figure 
5.10(b) for one time with a vehicle speed of v = 5 mph. 
 Scenario 3: Performing straight-line motion on the grass surface as in Figure 5.10(c) 
for one time with a vehicle speed of v ≈ 5-10 mph. 
 Scenario 4: Performing straight-line motion on the wet dirt surface as in Figure 5.10(e) 
for one time with a vehicle speed of v ≈ 5-10 mph. 
 Scenario 5: Performing straight-line motion on the bumpy dirt road as in Figure 5.10(d) 
for one time with a vehicle speed of v ≈ 5-10 mph. 
 Scenario 6: Performing straight-line motion on the water covered road as in Figure 
5.10(f) for one time with a vehicle speed of v ≈ 5 mph.  
 
On the other hand, Figure 5.12 shows the circular trajectory test. In this test, the test vehicle is 
driven in a circular-line motion. The procedure of the test is similar to one in a straight 
trajectory. However, due to the difficulty in driving in a circular path. We limit the speed of 
the test vehicle to a maximum speed of 15 mph. This low-speed driving is to ensure that the 
driver of the test vehicle is safe during the test. For the circular driving, we divided the test into 
two test scenarios which are described in the following points:  
 Test-scenario 7: Performing circular motion on a circle track. Circular driving is 
performed at two constant vehicle speeds of v = 5 and v = 15 mph. 
 Test-scenario 8: Performing a curve motion on the wet dirt surface for one time with a 











This chapter described the radar system used in the experimental campaign and how 
experiments are executed. The system namely 4-beam SoG radar consists of four CW radars 
operating at a frequency of 24 GHz. These radars were mounted on a 4x4 vehicle and 
positioned in a Janus configuration. For analysis purposes, A GPS receiver is used to estimate 
vehicle speed during the experiment process. A MATLAB code is written to record the Doppler 
signal and GPS data simultaneously.  
We collected a sufficiently large database of speed data using the SoG radar. Speed data were 
collected under six different types of road surfaces and two kinds of vehicle trajectories.  In 
summary, speed data from eight test-scenarios were collected to verify the performance of the 




Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Analysis 
 
6.1.  Introduction 
This chapter presents the performance evaluation of the developed 4-beam SoG radar system 
based on experimental data. Eight series of test-scenarios were performed, and they described 
in detail in Section 5.5. For each test, the statistical differences between the estimated speed 
and GPS speed (reference speed) are measured. These statistics are used as the basis for the 
performance assessment in this chapter.  It is worth mentioning here that we do not take the 
GPS speed as 100% accurate but rather as a relative comparison of speed.  
The performance analysis of this chapter is divided into five sections. Section 6.2 presents the 
results of the preliminary examination on the spectra collected from the test-scenarios and the 
results algorithm’s calibration factor. Section 6.3 and 6.4 show the results of the performance 
assessment based on straight and circular trajectories. Finally, in section 6.5 we demonstrate 
the result of vehicle sideslip estimation using the developed SoG radar system. 
  






6.2. Preliminary Analysis 
Doppler signals collected from test-scenarios 1 to 8 were used in the preliminary analysis. The 
following subsections describe in detail on each of the preliminary analysis.  
   
6.2.1. Characteristics of Doppler spectra 
Figure 6.1(a) and (b) show the examples of measured Doppler spectra. Each of the spectra is 
computed from a 100 ms samples of Doppler signal of different test-scenarios. The amplitude 
of the spectra was smooth with n = 20 to show its main shape.  
The spectra in (a) are obtained from the dry asphalt road surface when the test vehicle is moving 
at different constant speeds of v = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 70 mph (test-scenario 1). As can be seen 
from the plots, the shape of each spectrum looks like a bell-shaped or Gaussian curve which 
due to the shape of the antenna radiation pattern. The width of the spectra increases with the 
increase in vehicle speed. This observation agrees with the theoretical analysis in Section 3.4.1. 
The spectra in (b) were obtained from the other types of surfaces which are concrete, grass, 
bumpy-dirt, wet dirt and water (test-scenarios 2 to 6). Comparatively speaking, the spectra 
obtained from the off-road surfaces is much narrower than the one in asphalt road. This narrow 
main lobe is because the vehicle was driven at a low speed between 2 to 5 mph. Notably, the 
spectrum from water is weaker than the ones obtained from other surfaces. This is due to the 












6.3. Straight-Line Trajectory 
This section evaluates the performance of the SoG radar in test-scenarios 1 to 6. In total, the 
test-scenarios 1 to 6 are comprised of ten linear motions: five linear motions on a dry asphalt 
road at different vehicle speeds, one linear motion on the concrete road with elevated bars and 
four linear motions on off-road roads surfaces which we called grass, bumpy dirt, and water. 
The results presented in the following sub-sections are based on the three proposed algorithms.  
 
6.3.1. Asphalt Surface (Test-scenario 1) 
For the asphalt surface, the evaluation is divided into two parts: phase of constant speed and 
phase of acceleration and deceleration.  
Constant Speed  
Figure 6.6 through Figure 6.10 show the comparison of speed estimation between radar and 
GPS for test-scenario 1 which consist of five test-runs with speed of v = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 70 
mph. For every figure, the top figure indicated with (a) shows the plot of speed between radar 
and GPS.  The bottom plots indicated with (b), (c) and (d) show the corresponding relative 
error of speed estimation for each algorithm. The distribution of relative error is plotted with 
time series and histogram.  
From the plots of radar versus GPS speed, we observed that the speed estimated by the radar 
is very close to the speed determined by the GPS over the five test scenarios. Similarly, all 
plots of relative error versus time show a small variation of error. The standard deviation of 
relative error is less than 3%. This indicates good long-term accuracy of the proposed SoG 
radar system regardless of which algorithm is used. In like manner, the distribution of the 
relative error from all figures shows that the error is normally distributed. Furthermore, the 






error distributions found in this experimental work are consistent with the simulated error 
distribution shown in Section (4.5.1)  of Chapter 4. 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the proposed algorithms aim to estimate speed with a specified 
relative error. Therefore, we investigate the results using five statistical indicators. They are 
mean, standard deviation, average relative error, maximum relative error and percentage of the 
estimate that fell under 3% from the GPS speed. Note that the 3% error is based on the 
performance criteria described in Chapter 4. We shall denote these parameters as v  v , avg.















a Gaussian antenna pattern. The second one is due to the amplitude variation in the spectra 
which have the characteristics of white Gaussian noise. When these two characteristics exist, 
the XCA algorithm with produce accurate results.  
 
Acceleration & Deceleration phase 
Comparison of relative error between the algorithms was made with acceleration and 
deceleration data in test-scenario 1 at v = 70 mph. The value of acceleration/deceleration rate 















bias in the estimate of beam centroids. In most cases, vibrations from the ground surface are 
absorbed by the car suspension system, which reduces the effect of vibration on the SoG radar 
system. Based on the theoretical analysis in Section 3.2.1, the 2 to 3% increase in average 
relative error corresponds to the angle between 1° and 2° of pitch and roll angles which is 
possible when the test vehicle traversed the elevated bars in this test. One solution to this 




6.3.3. Off-Road Surfaces (Test-scenarios 3-6) 
The performance of the SOG system was evaluated under off-road conditions. The test vehicle 
was driven on four different types of surfaces which we called grass, bumpy dirt, wet dirt, and 
water. The vehicle speed was not maintained at a constant speed but varied within ±2 mph of 
the target speed of 5 mph. One aspect of this evaluation that is different from the previous 
evaluation is the percentage of speed which falling close to the GPS speed is specified at 5%. 
This value was chosen since the vehicle is driven at low speed (below 10 mph). A 5% error at 
low speed is small, for example, if the speed is 5 mph, the equivalent 5% in absolute error is 
0.25 mph. The results of estimated speed by radar for grass, bumpy dirt and wet dirt are shown 














Figure 6.19(b) to (d) shows the plot of speed estimated by CMA-AT and CMA-ST and XCA 
algorithm respectively. Comparison between these three plots shows a significant difference. 
Both CMA algorithms produce many speed drops to 0 mph. While the XCA algorithm has only 
a few speed drops to 0 mph. These speed drops were designed in the algorithm to indicate that 
the main lobe of the Doppler spectrum is not found.   
This result suggests that the XCA algorithm can estimate speed from the water surface. 
However, we observed a small bias of -0.4 mph in the speed estimate which is likely caused 
by the ‘terrain bias’ due to the smooth surface of the water as explained in Chapter 2. This 
result also agrees with the simulation result in Chapter 4 which shows that only the XCA 
algorithm can work well under low SNR condition (SNR = 10 dB). The few speed drops to 0 
mph in XCA algorithms is associated with the calmest state of the water surface. This results 
also suggest that no algorithm will work under severe SNR conditions.  
Working in limited SNR condition is essential to the operation of a SoG radar system. Hence, 
it is important to know the minimum level of SNR which the system can work properly. In this 
work, it has been shown that the XCA algorithm can work at low SNR condition. This result 
agrees well with the simulation results in Chapter 4. One advantage of the XCA method is that 
cross-correlation works by fitting a template to the measured spectra. This fitting process is 
independent of amplitude threshold such as found in the CMA methods.  
 







The relationship between surface and measurement error for off-road surfaces.  
Figure 6.20(a) to (c) shows the plots of average relative error, maximum relative error and the 
percentage of the estimate that fell under 5% of GPS speed for the four types of off-road 
surfaces. There are two points to note from these plots. Firstly, the average relative error is 
different for each type of surface but tend to rise with the complexity and wetness of the surface. 
The lowest average-error is given by the grass surface which is relatively flat and has no water 
potholes while the largest average-error excluding water surface is given by the wet dirt which 
has many potholes of water. Secondly, we observed no algorithm that performs consistently 
better than others. Although the XCA algorithm shows better performance than the CMA 
algorithms on the asphalt road, we found did not found such a trend on the off-road test. This 
result suggests that the characteristics of the off-road surface may slightly change the shape of 
Doppler spectra; such changes in shape can reduce the effectiveness of cross-correlation 
























where lv vl and tv  are the longitudinal and lateral speed of the vehicle.  
Sideslip angle has a strong association with the stability of a vehicle. Despite its importance, 
there are no sensors equipped on production cars to measure the sideslip angle. A large amount 
of research has been dedicated to sideslip measurement sensors. Some researchers have 
proposed the used of the optical sensor [90], but this method is expensive. Another approach 
is using algorithms that analyses the speed of vehicle wheels. However, this method is 
complicated because the dynamic behaviours of the passenger car is non-linear [90]. 
In work this, we present the first experimental results of sideslip angle estimation using SoG 
radar. Several sideslip measurements were performed by driving the test vehicle on two circle 
test-tracks as shown in Figure 6.25. The track is painted in white, and the red line represents 
the trajectory of the test vehicle during the test. The speed of the vehicle was kept constant 
while driving in the two circles. The vehicle was driven in a clockwise direction for three full 
circular motions on the first track and another three complete circular motions on the second 
track but in an anti-clockwise direction.  








Measurements from both v = 5 and v = 15 mph show that the variation of the estimated sideslip 
angle is considerably large, approximately between 0.6° and 1.0° for v = 5 and v = 15 mph 
respectively. However, a clear pattern of sideslip can be seen.  
The standard set by ISO (ISO 15037-1:2006 Vehicle dynamics test methods) recommended 
that the maximum error of side-slip measurement must be less than 0.5° [91]. Although the 
results presented here is less feasible than the standard set by ISO, several methods can be used 
to reduce the variations in the measurement. These include using smaller antenna beamwidth 
as in [92] or using signal processing technique such as Kalman Filtering [93]. However, this 
problem is not focused of this thesis. 
 
6.6. Summary 
In this chapter, the performance of the developed SoG radar system was tested under real-world 
conditions. Evaluation on the three proposed algorithms shows that all algorithms can provide 
excellent accuracy on an asphalt road with more than 90% of speed measured are within the 
3% of relative error. Particularly for asphalt road, the XCA algorithm performed better the 
CMA methods. However, the measurement accuracies were found less under off-road 
conditions. Only 30% to 60% of measurement fall under the 5% of relative error. The analysis 
reveals that the vibrations of vehicle and ground surface characteristics such as water potholes 
increase the measurement error. In additions, no algorithm performs better than another. 
Despite the lower accuracy on off-road conditions, the average relative error was found 
between 4% to 8% which is considered satisfactory for low-speed measurements when 
operating under off-road conditions. This chapter also demonstrated the capability of the 4-
beam SoG radar to estimate vehicle sideslip angle. Analysis of flat asphalt surface shows that 











Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Works 
 
7.1. Summary 
In this thesis, a vehicle SoG radar system has been developed for accurate vehicle velocity 
measurement. Several aspects of SOG radar has been investigated which aim to improve the 
performance of SoG radar during my four years of study. The results of the investigation have 
been presented in this thesis in the following structured way. 
After the introductory project remark in Chapter1, Chapter 2 starts with the general overview 
of radar. The principles operation of radar including the radar power equation, radar cross 
section and the principle of Doppler effect are introduced. Next, the theory of SoG radar is 
described in the second part of Chapter 2. The SoG radar measures speed which is based on 
the Doppler principle. In specific, the received signal is obtained through the illumination of 
the road surface. Consequently, the measurement accuracy of SoG radar is affected by few 
limitations such as finite antenna beamwidth, the vibration of the moving platform and slow 
signal processing. A survey of literature shows lack of research mitigating the impact of vehicle 
vibrations to the accuracy of speed estimation. Additionally, literature survey concerning the 
signal processing shows that frequency-domain based signal processing can be implemented 
to reduce the effect of noise in the Doppler signal. To summarise, this chapter covers the 
introduction of radar and the theory of SoG radar necessary for the work in the following 
chapters of this thesis.  
Chapter 3 is dedicated to understanding the impact of the physical configuration of radar 
parameters on the accuracy of a SOG radar based on a theoretical approach. It is essential to 
understand the effect of the radar parameters such as antenna beamwidth, viewing angle and 






radar height to the accuracy of speed estimation so that best parameters can be selected and 
used for the experimental setup in Chapter 5. Thus, part of this thesis has been invested in the 
examination of radar parameters to the accuracy and operation of SoG radar. To complete the 
task, a mathematical relationship between radar beam geometry and sources of error; pitch and 
roll motions are developed. Analytical results from the derivation show that the proposed 4-
beam radar can provide velocity measurement with higher accuracy than the conventional 
single-beam radar. Concurrently, several simulations have been performed to develop an 
understanding of the measurement accuracy and characteristics of the return Doppler signal. 
The effect of radar parameter to characteristics of radar footprint are also studied. The suitable 
viewing angle to produce narrow peak Doppler beamwidth and small radar footprint size (< 1 
m2) was determined to be 45° on depression and azimuth angle at the height of 0.5 m from the 
ground surface. In summary, the work in this chapter provides useful knowledge on the proper 
selection of radar parameters for SoG operations.  
Chapter 4 focused on the speed estimation algorithm of SoG radar. Previous research shows 
that there is a need to improve the accuracy and reliability of the speed estimation algorithm. 
Therefore, in this chapter, three new speed estimation methods are proposed. Methods based 
on CMA methods are called CMA-AT and CMA-ST, and they differ in term of the CMA pre-
processing. The method based on cross-correlation is called XCA. For each algorithm, the 
detail operations are explained. The evaluation of the algorithms is described in the second part 
of this chapter. The assessment was performed using a reasonably large data sets of 100,000 
simulated Doppler signals with different SNR and frequency resolution. The simulation results 
from this chapter show that the three proposed algorithms can estimate speed with low bias and 
standard deviation when SNR is high (SNR > 30 dB). In particular, the XCA algorithm gives 
the lowest bias and standard deviation and can work well at low SNR (SNR = 10 dB).  
However, the disadvantage of XCA is also identified. First, the antenna pattern must have a 






shape of the normal distribution, and the computational complexity is higher than the CMA 
methods. In summary, these results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms are suitable for 
real-time and accurate speed estimation.  
The development of a SoG radar system is described in Chapter 5. For the first time, SoG radar 
is realised using four radars with Janus configuration. Despite its complexity, such arrangement 
allows the measurement of velocity components of the vehicle in 3-dimension. The 4-beam 
SoG radar is developed using 24 GHz off-the-self radar modules to capture Doppler signal 
from the ground surface. Furthermore, the radar viewing angles are arranged based on the 
theory learned in Chapter 3. A GPS receiver was also installed to record the vehicle speed 
based on GPS data to allow speed accuracy comparison. The performance of the SoG radar is 
evaluated in practical conditions where the test vehicle can move in straight and circular 
trajectory at different speeds and moving on many types of surfaces namely asphalt, and off-
road surfaces; including grass, dirt and water surface. A total of eight test-scenarios has been 
considered to develop an understanding of measurement accuracy.  
In Chapter 6, the evaluation of the SoG radar system was performed to confirm its performance 
in actual road condition. The performance of the proposed algorithms is assessed by comparing 
the speed estimated by each algorithm to the speed derived from GPS-receiver. Several 
performance metrics including average relative error, maximum relative error, standard 
deviation and percentage of the estimate that fall within a small percentage of relative error are 
used to provide the statistical measure of the system performance. The summary of the SoG 
performance is given in Table 7.1.  
The assessments in this chapter proof that the SoG radar system can estimate the vehicle speed 
accurately, either on low (10 mph) or high speeds (70 mph) in the situation where the ground 
surface is relatively flat. In these situations, the SoG radar system maintains a stable and 






accurate speed measurement. In particular, the XCA algorithm shown to provide better 
accuracy than the CMA algorithms. This result supports the finding in Chapter 4.  
The performance of the SoG radar system is also good on off-road tracks, provided that the 
ground surface is a not calm water surface. In that case, the proposed algorithms cannot work 
correctly. Unlike on asphalt road, the XCA algorithms do not produce more accurate results 
than the CMA methods under off-road conditions. This result was expected since the 
characteristics of the ground surface do not provide a return Doppler signal that is similar to a 
normal distribution.  
The feasibility of the SoG radar system to estimate vehicle side slip was also shown in this 
chapter. The SoG radar system is shown to provide good accuracy in measuring side slip 
estimation where the accuracy of longitudinal and transverse velocity is needed. To summarise, 
the results given in this chapter shows that the proposed SoG radar can estimate vehicle velocity 
with good accuracy. The proposed system can provide a sufficiently accurate estimate of 
















This thesis presented contributions towards accurate velocity estimation for vehicles operating 
on-road and off-road conditions using radar. The limitation of measurement accuracy with the 
conventional wheel speed sensor method has been identified as the results of:   
 Wheel-slip or lock caused by a vehicle moving on wet or slippery roads.  
 Change in the dimension of wheels. Wheel-based speedometer system assumes that the 
dimension of the wheel is fixed whereas, in practice, the wheel size can change. 
The above factors reduce the effectiveness of vehicle safety system such as ABS which heavily 
depends on accurate velocity information. Therefore, a key solution to this problem is to use 
contactless speed sensor that is independent of the wheel rotation and also can work regardless 
of weather conditions. The only contactless sensor that can work in all weather conditions is 
radar.  
When this research commenced, there was no commercially available radar for vehicle speed 
estimation. Existing SoG radar in literature uses a single or dual beam that can estimate speed 
but cannot estimate the velocity of the vehicle. Furthermore, the speed estimation algorithms 
are not suitable for practical operation. Therefore, the challenges of accurate velocity 
estimation using radar are identified, and I have worked several analysis and development 
aiming to improve the accuracy of velocity measurement of a SoG radar. The points below are 
the contribution of this thesis 
 An analysis of 4-beam radar speed estimation accuracy under the influence of vehicle 
motions. In this work, the relationship between speed estimation accuracy and dynamic 
vehicle motions are established.  It demonstrates how accurate a 4-beam radar system 
in measuring speed when moving on uneven surfaces.   






 Examination of radar parameters impact on the operations of SoG. Two examinations 
are presented. The first one examines the effects of radar parameters to the shape and 
size of the radar footprint. The second one considers the effects of radar parameters on 
the shape of the Doppler spectrum. Radar parameters such as antenna beam, viewing 
angle, radar height, and transmitter frequency are considered. Both these examinations 
provide information on the suitable radar parameters for effective SoG operation. 
 
 The development of new speed estimation methods. Traditional speed estimation 
methods based on time-domain performs poorly in applications with low SNR and high 
amplitude noises. This thesis introduces three new speed estimation algorithms based 
on frequency-domain. Two methods based on centre-of-mass and an approach based 
on cross-correlation were used to provide a relatively low complexity way minimise 
the impact of noise using simple signal processing.  
 Performance analysis of the developed speed estimation algorithms. The developed 
algorithms are analysed in terms of their bias and variance and the suitability for real-
time speed estimation. The limitation of the algorithms in terms of accuracy was also 
shown.  
 Performance analysis of SoG radar on real measurement based on real-world scenarios. 
A 4-beam SoG radar system was developed in the University of Birmingham and have 
been tested under different road surfaces. We demonstrated that the proposed 
algorithms could be used to estimate vehicle speed for on-road and off-road surfaces 
with high accuracy. Furthermore, we showed that the 4-beam radar can measure the 
vehicle velocity components in longitudinal and transverse directions. 
  






7.3. Future Works 
For the continuation of this work, the author suggests four works that can be investigated to 
further explore the potential of the SoG system.  
Further investigation of antenna parameters, with the use of 77 GHz and narrower 
antenna beam   
77 GHz is the future frequency band for vehicular radar. The European Conference of Postal 
and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) mandates that 24 GHz radar as an interim 
solution for automotive radars. The decision is to discontinue the use of 24 GHz frequency 
band after the year 2013. However, due to delay in the commercialisation of 77 GHz radars. 
The use of the 24 GHz frequency band is permitted until January 2018 [28]. When this work 
started in 2014, a suitable radar operating at 77 GHz radar as not readily available in the market. 
Hence, to cope with the changes in the regulation, it would be recommended to investigate the 
performance of SoG radar at this frequency band. 
The use of Kalman Filtering to smooth the estimated speed by the algorithm. The speed 
obtained from the estimates of all algorithms has a finite standard deviation. For practical 
application, smoothing must be performed to reduce the fluctuation. Due to the nature of 
vehicle speed which can rapidly change in a short period, a simple filter like moving-average 
may not produce the best estimates of smoothing. Hence, a more complex filter such as Kalman 
filter can be explored to improve the output of the algorithms. 
The parametric approach to frequency estimation. The current approach of using FFT limits 
the signal resolution when short-time samples are used. Another approach is to use the 
parametric approach such as auto-regressive (AR) and moving average (MA) to estimate the 






spectral distribution of the Doppler signal at higher frequency resolution. This approach may 
improve the fluctuation error in the estimate of speeds.  
More extensive field testing. In this work, the proposed system is evaluated with Doppler 
signal collected from asphalt and few off-road conditions. Although these surfaces represent 
the typical conditions for vehicle operation, field test can be extended to surfaces such as 
gravel, snow, ice, and desert-like surfaces. Hence, the knowledge of reliability and accuracy of 
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Appendix B: SoG radar System Characteristics During No Motion 
 
Introduction 
This test aims to verify the experimental SoG radar system from any unwanted noise. 
Therefore, any uncertainty in the system can be known earlier and hence removed. Otherwise, 
it may cause unexplainable experimental results. 
 
System Characteristics During No Motion 
We examined the frequency spectrum of the Nyquist sampling bandwidth to make sure there 
is no high amplitude noise due to the data acquisition system and test vehicle. Doppler 
measurements were made when the vehicle was stationary. Data were collected during both 
engines off and on. The Doppler signal outputs were sampled at  sf = 25 kHz. Figure 5.15(a) 
and (b) show the Doppler measurements of four radars during the engine off and on 
respectively. The integration time for the spectra is 1 s.  
During engine off, the noise floor for all radar spectrum is approximate to -60 dB. However, 
when the engine is turned on, the noise floor on Radar 1 and Radar 4 increases to about -90 dB 
and -80 dB respectively. An explanation of this is because of the ‘rapid sleep wakeup’ function 
of the radar. However, this effect is not detected on Radar 2 and Radar 3. Both of their noise 
floors remain at -60 dB. This is likely that they experienced insignificant engine vibration and 
hence the radar is not waking up.  In summary, all radar shows uncorrelated noise with time. 
However, there were random peak noises below 50 Hz during both states of the engine off and 
on. In signal processing, this 50 Hz peak noise is suppressed using HPF in MATLAB. Some 






Appendix C: Comparison between low-cost GPS and differential GPS 
 
The GPS in this work functions as a speed reference. In the experimental design stage, we 
proposed to use a Differential GPS (DPGS) system which is known to have superior accuracy 
in both measurements of speed and location compared to low-cost GPS [94], [95]. However, 
because of technical issues, the Differential GPS (DPGS) system was not integrated into the 
experimental data collection setup. Instead, we used an off-the-shelf, low-cost GPS receiver. 
A literature review regarding the comparison between these two devices in terms of accuracy 
in measuring vehicle speed on the actual road is limited. Because of this reason, we have 
performed a simple experiment to compare their accuracy performance.  
The DGPS system used in this experiment is Topcon NET-G5, and the antenna model number 
used is CR-G5-C. This system produces GPS NMEA strings at speed up to 100 Hz. This system 
can records GPS data without the need of a computer. Figure C.1 shows the image of the setup. 
Both GPS antenna was mounted on the front bonnet of the test vehicle to provide the view of 
the sky always. 
The test was performed by driving the test vehicle at variable speed along the ring road of the 
University of Birmingham. Both GPS records data at a rate of 1 Hz. A total of 100 seconds 
long of speed data was recorded. Note that, due to the limitation of the test setup, the speed 
recorded by the low-cost GPS was slightly lagging the speed measured using DPGS. This lag 
is minimised by interpolating the recorded speed to a smaller interval of 0.1 seconds and 
finding the lag between the two measurements via cross-correlation. Figure C.2 shows the 
comparison of speed obtained using both GPS. As can be seen, the curve of low-cost GPS 
follows the curve of DPGS very closely with the exception at some points. From the plots, the 







































Appendix F: Explanation of Software  
This appendix is intended to give the detail processing steps for estimating vehicle speed from 
the Doppler signal. The processing is implemented using MATLAB software. The following 
points are the provided codes in this appendix: 




V. Statistical processing 
 
Main processing 
This main processing code functions to estimate vehicle speed for a given Doppler signal. This 
code is the implementation of signal processing steps explained in Section 5.3. The following 
points are the processing performed in this code 
 Combining in-phase and quadrature Doppler signals.  
 Windowing of Doppler signal  
 DC removal and I/Q signal balancing  
 Fourier transformation 
 Mean frequency estimation via SoG algorithms 
 Computation of velocity from the estimated Doppler shift. 
The main processing software also provides several statistical measurements including mean 







% MAIN PROCESSING 
% 1. Read radar I/Q, Sampling rate and GPS data 
% 2. Quadrature data generation 
% 3. Data portioning  
% 4. Main loop. incl. Data conditioning, Fourier transform, fd estimation 
% and store in a matrix 
% 5. Speed-vector computation 
% 6. Radar-GPS speed Performance measurement  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
close all; clear all; clc 
  
%% RADAR CONSTANTS 
beta = 45; alpha = 45; 
txfreq = 24.125e9;  
lamda = 3e8/txfreq;    
  
%% READ RADAR AND GPS DATA 
daqfile = 'test15_daq'; 
GPSfile = 'test15_gps'; 
[data, tData, ~, ~, info] = daqread([daqfile '.daq']); 
phy_sRate0 = info.ObjInfo.SampleRate; 
phy_srate = phy_sRate0; 
  
frameRate = 0.1;  
srate = ceil(phy_srate*frameRate); 
  
%% GENERATE COMPLEX DATA 
radardata = [data(:,1)+j*data(:,2) data(:,5)+j*data(:,6) data(:,9)+j*data(:,10)... 
    data(:,13)+j*data(:,14)]; 
clear data 
radardatalength = size(radardata,1); 
  
%% FILTRERING  - LPF 
fstop = 10; fpass = 400; astop = 65; apass = 0.5; filterfs = 15e3; 
LPF =   designfilt('highpassfir','StopbandFrequency',fstop, ... 
        'PassbandFrequency',fpass,'StopbandAttenuation',astop, ... 
        'PassbandRipple',apass,'SampleRate',filterfs,'DesignMethod','equiripple'); 
% Illustrate the filter  
% fvtool(d) % show designed filter response 
  
%% PROCESSING DEFINITIONS 
fftlength = srate; 
rdrdata_length = floor(radardatalength/srate); 
vlongconst = lamda/(2*cosd(beta)*cosd(alpha));       % the constants for Sensors 
forward speed (FS) estimation 
vtransconst = lamda/(2*cosd(alpha)*sind(beta));      % the constants for Sensors 
transverse speed (TS) estimation 
knots2m = 0.51444;  % knots to m/s 
%% ALGORITHMS CONSTANTS 
smoothfactor = 10;              %XCA 
theta_bw = [25 25 25 25] ;      %XCA 
%theta_bw = [30 30 30 30] ; 
  
th1 = [10 10 10 4];    % (u + 3sigma)                             
th2 = [10 10 10 10 10]; 
  
%% MAIN LOOP 
h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...'); 





    for t = 1: rdrdata_length  
         
        step_percentage = ((radar-1)*rdrdata_length+t)/4/rdrdata_length; 
        waitbar(step_percentage,h,sprintf('completed%3.0f%%',step_percentage*100)); 
         
        % Segmenting the data 
        block = (t-1)*srate+1:t*srate; 
        IQblock = radardata(block,radar); 
         
        % Filter 
        IQblock = filter(LPF,IQblock); 
         
        % Remove the DC from Sensor's data 
        IQblock = detrend(IQblock,'constant');         
         
        % Balance the I/Q gain                                                              
        Gain = var(real(IQblock))/var(imag(IQblock));                         
        IQblock = real(IQblock) + j*imag(IQblock)*sqrt(Gain);       
         
        %Fourier Transformation 
        cmplxfft = fftshift(fft(IQblock,fftlength)); 
        absfft = abs(cmplxfft); 
         
        % [view spectral data] OPTIONAL 
        if radar == 5 
             
                  if  t>400 && t<800 
  
                      plot(-srate/2:srate/2-1,absfft); 
  title(sprintf('Spectrum 10 mph',radar));ylim([0 60]);  
%xlim([-200 200]);  
                      xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');ylabel('Magnitude');grid on;pause; 
                  end 
        end 
         
        % Estimatte mean frequency from fourier data 
        % CMA-AT 
        arrayfd(t,radar) = CMA_AT(absfft,radar,th1(radar),th2); 
         
        % CALL CMA-ST 
        %DopplerShift(t,Sensor) = CMA_ST(AbsFFT,Sensor,SamplingRate,Phy_sRate); 
            
        % CALL XCA     
        %DopplerShift(t,Sensor) = 
XCA(AbsFFT,Sensor,RadarBeamwidth(Sensor),Lamda,SamplingRate,SmoothFactor,AzimuthAng
le,DepressAngle,PM_threshold); 
              




%% COMPUTE SPEED VECTOR 
arrayvlong = (arrayfd - floor(srate/2)-1)*phy_srate/srate*vlongconst; 
arrayvtrans = (arrayfd - floor(srate/2)-1)*phy_srate/srate*vtransconst; 
  
% compute longitudinal and transverse speed 
vlong = (((arrayvlong(:,1) + arrayvlong(:,4))-(arrayvlong(:,2) + 
arrayvlong(:,3)))/4)'; 
vtrans = ((arrayvtrans(:,1) + arrayvtrans(:,2))-(arrayvtrans(:,3) + 
arrayvtrans(:,4)))/4; 
  





k = fopen([GPSfile '.txt']); 
vgps = textscan(k,'%u16 %u8 %u8 %u8 %u8 %f %s %f %s %f %s %f %s %f %f %f %f %s 
%s'); 
vgps = vgps{14}*knots2m;  % Speed in m/s. 
tgps = (1:length(vgps)); 
  
%% INTERPOLATE vRADAR DATA AND MINIMISE LAG BETWEEN vGPS and vRADAR 
  
xq = (1:frameRate:tgps(end))'; 
vgps = interp1(tgps,vgps,xq); 
tgps = 1:rdrdata_length(end); 
trdr = 1:rdrdata_length(end); 
vgps = Fixlag(vgps,vlong); 
arrayvlong = arrayvlong'; 
  
%% SYNCHRONISE DATA LENGTH 
sets = 
{vgps,tgps,trdr,vlong,arrayvlong(1,:),arrayvlong(2,:),arrayvlong(3,:),arrayvlong(4,
:)};   
array0 = cellfun(@(x)size(x,2), sets);                                              
% Get all array length 
minLength = min(array0);                                                            
% Find the shortest array 
vect0 = cell2mat(cellfun(@(x)x(1:minLength), sets, 'uniformoutput', false));        
% Amputate the longer array than min 
for j = 1:8 
    k = (j-1)*minLength+1:j*minLength; 
    l(:,j) = vect0(k); 
end 
  
vgps = l(:,1); tgps = l(:,2); 
trdr = l(:,3); 
vlong = l(:,4); 
vSen1 = l(:,5); vSen2 = l(:,6); vSen3 = l(:,7); vSen4 = l(:,8); 
tgps = tgps*(srate/phy_srate); 
trdr = trdr*(srate/phy_srate); 
  
%% [PLOTTING RESULTS] 
  
% Figure 1 - vRADAR vs vGPS PLOT (whole) 
f = figure(1); 
movegui(f,'southwest'); plot(tgps,vgps,'k',trdr,vlong,'b'); 
title('Forward Speed (Whole Data)'); legend('GPS','24 GHz Radar'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'); ylabel('Speed (m/s)'); 
ylim([0 20]); grid on; 
  
% Make plots within the interested region 
iregion = 30:120; % in seconds 
  
% Figure 2 - vRADAR vs vGPS PLOT (Interested region) 
f = figure(2); movegui(f,'northwest') 
plot(tgps,vgps,'k',trdr,vlong,'b'); 
title('Forward Speed (Statistic Area): Radar vs GPS');  
legend('GPS','24 GHz Radar'); 
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Speed (m/s)');grid on; 
xlim([iregion(1) iregion(end)]); ylim([0 20]); 
  
% Figure 3 - vRADAR vs vGPS PLOT (interested region - indiv. radar plot) 
f = figure(3); 
movegui(f,'southeast') 
plot(tgps,vgps,'k',trdr,vSen1,trdr,-1*vSen2,trdr,-1*vSen3,trdr,vSen4); 
title('Forward Speed: Individual Sensor vs GPS'); 
legend('GPS','Radar 1','Radar 2','Radar 3','Radar 4');xlabel('Time 





xlim([iregion(1) iregion(end)]); ylim([0 20]); 
  
%% SCALE vRADAR to vGPS 
df = iregion*10; 
scale_vrdr1 = fminunc(@(c) SqrError(c,tgps(df), vgps(df), trdr(df), 
vSen1(df)),[1;1]) 
scale_vrdr2 = fminunc(@(c) SqrError(c,tgps(df), vgps(df), trdr(df), 
vSen2(df)),[1;1]) 
scale_vrdr3 = fminunc(@(c) SqrError(c,tgps(df), vgps(df), trdr(df), 
vSen3(df)),[1;1]) 
scale_vrdr4 = fminunc(@(c) SqrError(c,tgps(df), vgps(df), trdr(df), 
vSen4(df)),[1;1]) 
allscale = [scale_vrdr1(2) scale_vrdr2(2) scale_vrdr3(2) scale_vrdr4(2)] 




%% MEASUREMENT OF RELATIVE ERROR 
%analyselag = 0;        %skip    
analyselag = 1;         %analyse the lag 
delta = 0; 
[vgps_mean,vgps_sigma,vrdr_mean,vrdr_sigma,avgrdr_e,maxrdr_e,stdrdr_er... 
    ,vcal,optimalscale,histdata,RMSE,errabs] = Error_est... 
    (iregion,vlong,vgps,delta,frameRate,analyselag,srate,phy_srate); 
  
f = figure(4);  
movegui(f,'northeast') 
plot(tgps,vgps,'k',trdr + analyselag ,vcal,'b'); 
title('Forward Speed: Radar vs GPS'); 
legend('GPS','24 GHz Radar');xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Speed (m/s)');grid on; 
xlim([iregion(1) iregion(end)]); 
  
% Print results of relative error 
% note for not to forget 
% \t\t\t - 3 tabs 
% \n - new line 
% %3.2f formatting string for input 
sprintf('\t\t\t\t  Mean\t\t  Std Dev\nGPS:\t\t\t\t%3.2fm/s\t\t%3.2f\n24 GHZ 
Radar:\t\t\t%3.2fm/s\t\t%3.2f',... 
vgps_mean,vgps_sigma,vrdr_mean,vrdr_sigma) 




%% [PLOTS OF DISTRIBUTION OF ERROR] 
figure(5) 
histogram(histdata,50) 
grid on; ylim([0 150]); 
xlabel('Relative Error (%)'); ylabel('No. of Data'); 
xlim([-10 10]); title('Dist. of Rel. Error (%)') 
%xlim([-10 10]); title('Rel. Error Dist. Adaptive Mass Center') 
set(gca,'fontsize',16) 
x2 = 1.5;,y2 = 35; 






grid on; ylim([0 150]); 
xlabel('Speed (m/s)'); ylabel('No. of Data'); 
xlim([-1.5 1.5]); title('Dist. of Rel. Error (absolute)') 
%xlim([-0.5 0.5]); title('Error in m/s Adaptive Mass Center') 
set(gca,'fontsize',16) 





% txt2 = 'Level = -30dB'; 
% text(x2,y2,txt2,'fontsize',16) 
  
% RMSE -  represents the standard deviation of the differences between 
% radar and and gps, scale dependant 
Sqrt_Root_mean_Error = RMSE 
  
% Measure % of error under a limit of error 
binranges1 = -1:1; 
[bincounts1] = histc(histdata,binranges1); 
under2 = sum(bincounts1); 






CMA-ST is proposed algorithm based on centre-of-mass. This algorithm is implemented as a 
sub-function of the main processing code. The following describes the processing implemented 
in the code 
function [estmeanfreq,fmin,fmax,thres2] = CMA_AT(mat,rdr,sig,thres1); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Centre-of-mass method: Amplitude-Threshold 
% 1. Measure noise at the end of freq. spectrum to sample noise character 
% 2. Find bins above the threshold - TH1 
% 3. Find a width, w with a value above the threshold - TH2, do for fmin and fmax 
% 4. Compute half-mass of the spectrum 
% 5. Find the mean frequency using centroid method 
% 6. Return the fmean 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
if rdr==2 || rdr==3 
    mat = mat(end:-1:1); 
end 
  
n = length(mat); 
mat(1:5) = 0; 
%Noise selector 
%noise = temp_abs(54000:55000); % T = 1 
%noise = temp_abs(2700:28000); % T = 0.5 
%noise = temp_abs(1000:11000); % T = 0.5 
noise = mat(400:500); % T = 0.5 
  
thres2 = mean(noise)*sig; % level_1(30 dB) = 0.45 
  
temp_bin = zeros(size(mat)); 
temp_bin(find(mat>=thres2)) = 1; 
  
fmin = 0; 
for i=n/2:n 
    if temp_bin(i)==1 
        tempx = temp_bin(i:i+10); 
        if sum(tempx)>thres1 
            fmin = i; 





        end 
    end 
end 
  
fmax = 0; 
for i = n:-1:ceil(n/2) 
    if temp_bin(i)==1 
        tempx = temp_bin(i:-1:i-10); 
        if sum(tempx)>thres1 
            fmax = i; 
            break; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
if fmin==0 || fmax == 0 
    estmeanfreq = ceil(n/2); 





halfmass = sum(mat(fmin:fmax))/2; 
area = 0; 
i = fmin; 
while area<=halfmass 
    area = area + mat(i); 
    i = i+1; 
end 
  
if rdr==2 || rdr==3 
    estmeanfreq = n-i; 
    mat = fmin; 
    fmin = n-fmax; 
    fmax = n-mat; 
else 








CMA-ST is proposed algorithm based on centre-of-mass. This algorithm is implemented as a 
sub-function of the main processing code. The following describes its implementation in 
MATLAB 
function [estmeanfreq] = CMA_ST(mat,rdr,srate,actrate) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Centre-of-mass method: Slope-threshold 
% 1. Measure nmean and std of noise at end of the spectrum 
% 2. Compute CUSUM (begin from left of data) 
% 3. Compute CUSUM (begin from right of data) 
% 4. Compute slope for l2r and r2l CUSUM data 





% 6. Find the half-mass of the spectrum 
% 7. Find the fmean 
% 8. Return the value of fmean 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
if rdr==2 || rdr==3 
    mat = mat(end:-1:1); 
end 
  
N = srate/2:srate-1; 
  
matabs = mat(N); 
matabs(1:5) = 0; 
L = round(4000*srate/actrate); 
H = round(5000*srate/actrate); 
  
u0 = mean(matabs(L:H)); 
stddev0 = std(matabs(L:H)); 
  
mszU = 5; % five sigma away 
mszH = 5; 
  
kU = mszU*stddev0/2; 
kH = mszU*stddev0/2; 
dp = 5; 
H = dp*stddev0; 
  
r2ldata = matabs(end:-1:1); 
r2lcusum = zeros(1,length(r2ldata)); 
  
for jj = 1: length(r2ldata) 
  




l2rdata = matabs; 
l2rcusum = zeros(1,length(l2rdata)); 
  
for jj = 1: length(l2rdata) 
  




delta = abs(r2lcusum(end:-1:1) - l2rcusum); 
  
  
[mg,indx] =  min(delta); 
  
coef = 5; 
r2lcusum = r2lcusum(end:-1:1); 
  
slopeRIGHT = (l2rcusum(indx) - l2rcusum(indx-coef))/(indx-(indx-coef)); 
C1 =  l2rcusum(indx) - slopeRIGHT*indx ;  
B_Low = max([1,ceil(-C1/slopeRIGHT)]); 
  
slopeLEFT = (r2lcusum(indx) - r2lcusum(indx-coef))/(indx-(indx-coef)); 
C1 =  r2lcusum(indx) - slopeLEFT*indx  ; 






if B_High > srate/2 || B_High < B_Low 
     




    half_area = sum(matabs(B_Low:B_High))/2; 
    area = 0; 
    i = B_Low; 
    while area<=half_area 
         
        area = area + matabs(i); 
        i = i+1; 
    end 
  
    if rdr==2 || rdr==3 
     
        estmeanfreq = round(srate/2)-i; 
  
    else 
     
        estmeanfreq = i + round(srate/2); 











XCA is proposed algorithm based on cross-correlation. This algorithm is implemented as a 
sub-function of the main processing code. The following describes its implementation in 
MATLAB 
 
function [vel_center] = 
XCA(spectm,iSen,bmWidth,lamda,sRate,smFactor,aziAng,depAng,SNR) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Cross-correlation method 
% 1. Smooth the spectral data and measure the frequecy of peak amplitude  
% 2. Estimate v based on the frequency of peak amplitude 
% 3. Estimate std of Gaussian function 
% 4. Generate Gaussian Function 
% 5. Cross-correlate the generatedGaussian function to the spectral data 
% 6. Determine the coefficient of correlation with max amplitude 
% 7. Determine the fmean based on the position of max coeff value 








if iSen==2 || iSen==3 
    spectm = spectm(end:-1:1); 
end 
  
L = 1:sRate/2; 
L0 = 2*length(L); 
N = sRate/2:sRate-1; 
spectReal = spectm(N); 
  
  
%% Disting noise and useful signal 
  
spectReal = spectm(N); 
spectReal(1:5) = 0; 
rdrCurve = smooth(spectReal,smFactor); 
  
%% Main Spectral shift finding method 
  
        % STEP 1: Generate a ref curve and find its maximum ampltidue and location 
        rdrCurve = smooth(spectReal,smFactor); 
        [mMax,fMax] = max(rdrCurve); 
  
        % STEP 2: Generate and build a Gaussian curve 
        % a) find the speed for 1st freq. guess. 
        vEst = (fMax*(lamda))/(2*cosd(aziAng)); 
  
        % b) find the std deviation for radar gaussian curve 
        sigma = vEst*bmWidth*pi/180*sind(depAng)/lamda; 
  
        % c) build curve 
        k = -((L-fMax).^2)/(2*sigma.^2); 
        gsCurve = (mMax.*exp(k)); 
  
        % STEP 3: move the curve to left and right and find the best 
        % prepare the -lag & +lag for xcorrelation 
%         Po = mMax/(10^(SNR/20)); 
%         gsCurve(gsCurve <Po) = 0; 
%         rdrCurve(rdrCurve <= Po) = 0; 
  
         
        %xcorr(A,B)  
        [acor,lag] = xcorr(gsCurve,rdrCurve); 
        [esamp,I] = max(acor); 
  
        if esamp > 0.1; 
         
        % validation gauss plot (for test only) 
        fDiff0 = sRate/2 - I; 
        k = -((L-(fMax+fDiff0)).^2)/(2*sigma.^2); 
        gsCurveCal = (mMax.*exp(k)); 
  
        % ESTIMATED fd  
        [~,c] = max(gsCurveCal); 
  
                if  iSen==2 || iSen==3 
  
                    vel_center = L0-(sRate/2+c); 
  
                else 





                end 
        else 
             
            vel_center = 0; 
             
        end             





The statistical processing is a sub-function that computes the mean, standard deviation, average 





    Error_est(analySeg,Method,vGPS,diff,span,ana,SamplingRate,Phy_sRate) 
  





Method_ori = Method; 
% give controls to allign GPS speed and radar speed 
controls = 0; 
indRng = analySeg0 + controls; 
vGPS = vGPS(indRng); 
  
MethodIndex = indRng - round(diff); 
MethodMean = mean(Method(MethodIndex)); 
  
% Calibrate the method speed to GPS speed removing bias error 
vGPSmean = mean(vGPS); 
vGPSsigma =std(vGPS); 
Method = Method*vGPSmean/MethodMean; 
MethodCal = Method; 
  
  if  ana == 1 
       
      figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]) 
      plot(MethodCal(MethodIndex)); 
      hold on 
      plot(vGPS) 
      hold off; grid on; title('Forward Speed (Whole Data)'); legend('GPS','24 GHz 
Radar'); xlabel('Time (s)'); ylabel('Speed (m/s)'); 







% Measure the mean standard error for Method 
MethodSigma = std(Method(MethodIndex)); 
MeanStdEr = MethodSigma/vGPSmean*100; 
  
% Measure the relative error 
methodAvgRelErr = mean(abs(Method(MethodIndex)-vGPS)./vGPS)*100; 
methodMaxRelErr = max(abs(Method(MethodIndex)-vGPS)./vGPS)*100; 
  
scaleX = fminbnd(@(scale) norm(scale*Method_ori(MethodIndex)-vGPS, 2), .1, 10); 
Rel_ErrorPercentage = 100*(Method(MethodIndex)-vGPS)./vGPS; 
Error_in_mph = Method(MethodIndex) - vGPS; 
% RMSE 
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